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This field work experience for the Specialist degree in 
Educational Administration at Eastern Illinois University involved 
a study of the gifted program in Charleston, Illinois,  seen from 
two aspects:  the state reimbursed gifted program as well as the 
local school's independent effort for its top students .  The 
writer's method of inquiry combined library reaearch and 40 inter­
views with teachers, administrators, and authorities on gifted 
students. 
At first the term "giftedness" had to be defined. The word 
has grown from the original meaning of "intellectual or academic 
aptitude ," ba·sed on i-ntelligence tests, to  a meaning so broad as 
to be scarcely comprehensible. In recent times the u.s. Office 
of Education, and the State of Illinois too, defined giftedness 
as the upper 5 per cent of the student body including: general 
intellectual ability, specific academic aptitude, creative thinking 
and production, leadership ability, visual and performing arts, and 
psycho-motor ability. In the writer' s  opinion, that definition for 
the schools is too broadly defined to be workable. The schools 
would do well to focus on creativity and intellectual ability. 
Next, the state's special program for the gifted, as realized 
locally with funds of $4000 in 1977-78, was examined in terms of:  
the means of identification, the types of grouping, and the types 
of giftedness covered .  
The local program was then seen in its overall relationship 
to the regional and state organization. The writer was critical 
of the regions for their lack of focus, partly due to the �is­
tracting six definitions of giftedness, partly due to the harried 
2 
annual competition among agencies vying to be one of the nine 
regional ·centers . The state office has greater depth in approach 
because it is not annually fighting for its life. It plans to 
emphasize in the next 5 years "academic aptitude" of the six defi­
nitions, a more complete identification process of gifted children, 
and a more systematic linkage system over the state. 
Other than the state's program , manifested regionally and 
locally, the writer looked at programs in the district which bene­
fit gifted students directly or indirectly, either through 
acceleration, enrichment or special groupings, using Kough's 
criteria in Practical Program s for the Gifted. Special high 
ability groupings, believed to be most fruitful for the gifted, 
are available mainly for grades 5 through 8 in Charleston. Other­
wise, special groupings are hard to .find either in the heterogeneous. 
classrooms for kindergarten through 4th grade or in the limited 
offerings at the high school where recent budget cuts have forced a 
reduction in courses from 133 to 93. 
The writer makes two general suggestions: 1) to improve 
articulation at all levels so that the brightest students are not 
held back in any subject area 2) to train more teachers as to the 
special needs of gifted students .  Specifically, fpr elementary 
program s, mini-cour ses and enri chment "contracts" are recommended 
as a way of giving special challenge in heterogeneous classes • •  
At the secondary level, students should be encouraged to take ad­
vanced courses, unavailable at the high school, at Eastern Illinois 
University. Also, Eastern should reach out to all school age gifted 
children (K-12) by offering them stimulating summer courses. 
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UHAJ:'TEH I 
I.NTHODUC'.l'ION 
The task for the study was twofold:1 
lJ The plan was to survey the present p�ogram for the 
gifted at all grade levels in Charleston. The focus was on 
all types of programs for the gifted, the special state reim­
bursed programs as well as any others which exist in the 
system. Of those special programs granted reimbursement the 
emphasis was on the school year 1977-78. The local reimbursed 
program was viewed in its relationship to the region and state. 
What the local district does on its own for its highest level 
students was examined. The intent was not to evaluate specific 
programs in terms of content and -teachi�g methods but· .  :to·:.:Gheek 
on administrative procedures and organization. 
To pursue this task, starr was interviewed at all levels: 
the superintendent, all the principals, and many or the 
teachers. Also, there were extensive interviews with professors 
1·rom �astern Illinois University and state and regional 
officials connected with girted programs. Tne guidance from 
1This plan is somewhat revised !'rom tne original proposa.i, 
see Appendix A, ·])p •. : 61�62·. · . 
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June Bouknight, Special Projects Coordinator for the district, 
who supervises tne gifted program, that is, the special state 
reimbursed programs, was especially helpful. A detailed list 
of the interviewees la total or 40) is located in Appendix B 
with a sample or the kinds of questions asked; also, a list of 
the meetings and conferences which were attended is also 
i�cluded. 
2 )  Finally, on the basis or the evaluation, which will in­
clude recommendations from the stafr and l ibrary research 
l see ·Bibliography, pp. 86-87 "j, some speciric proposals for 
a program for gif'ted children in the Charleston School District 
are suggested, not necessarily dependent on state funds and not 
necessarily an integral part of the district•s public school 
system. It is of utmost importance that girted children in 
Charleston be identified as early as possible, and that after 
they have been identified, be assured of appropriate programs 
as long as they attend the Uharleston public schools. 
In summary, the paper includes first of all a . discussion 
of researcn techniques and definitions 01· "gifted. 0 Tne writer 
examines next the special state reimbursed local program in 
uhar1eston and the regional and state programs. Then other 
programs in Charleston whicn af'fect tne gifted are 9-iscussed . 
In the second part general suggestions for improvement and 
development are enumerated. 
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�SEARCH TEvHNlQUES 
The paper comoines interviews and ideas from oooks. No 
rationa.te needs be given for the book research. Obviously 
such a paper has to constantly reappraise what has been written 
before. Tne books of James Ga.llagher were most helpful. 
Gallagher, a I'ormer University of .lllinois professor and 
consultant to the State of l.llinois• gifted program, is today's 
most in1·1uential innovator in gi1·ted programs. Jack Kough 1 s 
book Practica.l Programs 1or the Gifted was a.tso indispensable 
for this study. 
The method of the interview was used oecause the topic 
concerned the local school system and iocal people. Most of 
the administrators and teachers fe.lt comrortable talKing in 
1·ace-to-1·ace interviews with a local researcher. Had tne 
researcner oeen working 1·or a :federal. or I'oundation grant and 
a stranger i;o tne community, then a questionnaire might have 
been the better option. 
l.n order to interview well, one has to have good questions. 
At first the vague aefinitions of ;•giftea" were very distracting. 
The questions as a result were unclear. Later, when the de!i­
nition was narrowed, tnere were fewer problems. Unless 
;; gi1·tea.ness" is defined somewhat speciI'ically, · discussion 
centers around idealistic platitudes. Platitudes were not 
wanted, ratner good practical, worKaole ideas :for setting up 
gi1·tea programs. 
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A statistical report was not desired. Rather ideas were 
gathered from the people who knew most about gifted: those 
people who were administrators of the school system, teachers of 
· the gifted, Eastern Illinois University facu.lty, a.na.otners 
involved with the gifted. So the study is, as wished ,  informa-
tion from many diverse sources, both from books and interviews, 
admittedly of a subjective and descrip�ive nature. 
It is interesting to note that Gallagher , the grand 
patriarch of .gifted studies, .does not like the interview tech-
nique: 
We cannot demonstrate the effectiveness of a program 
for gifted children by obtaining the opinions of people 
connected with the programs • • •  Subjective evaluations or 
opinions have been shown in many experiments in .. psychology 
to be  subject to conscious or unconscious bias. - · 
Nor does he like the questionnaire: 
Questionnaires: about programs almost invariably get a 
positive response partly because people ••• do: _not wish 
to respond negatively when people of good faith are 
trying hard to do something. Secondly, the most dis• ·.: 
gruntled of· the recipients of the questionnaire often 
do not answer it, so the answers that the researchef 
gets back are predominantly positive and favorable . 
Gallagher would prefer to use a control group, a gifted 
group of students singled out in a speciai program in com­
parison with a group of gifted in a regular program.2 A 
control group would have been impossible for this study and 
maybe irrelevant b ecause the study is mainly descriptive . 
1James J. Gallagher, Research Summary on Gifted Child 
Education (State of lllinois: Office of the Superintendent 
of .Public Instruction, 1966), pp. 78-'fY. 
2Ibid., p .  7Y 
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So this writer goes ahead wi thou1r- �is bless·ing. 
The role of the researcher in this study is not as a 
Delphic oracle, a prophet of the past and the f·uture, but 
rather as a scribe 1·ai thfully noting and recording ideas of 
others. 
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CHAPTER II 
11GIFTEDn DEFlNI'rIONS 
In every book written about the gifted the writer seems 
perplexed in defining· ·. "gifted." Abraham once had a student 
who collected 113 def'ini tions of the "gifted": . "Define the 
gifted cnild almost as you wish, and you will rind some 
authority to support your point of view.111 
Early definitions covered academic ability exclusively ,  
the ability to score very high o n  intelligence tests. 2 , 3  
Even while the resear chers acknowledged intelligence tests 
as being the criterion, they realized_: "�here were certain 
valued aspects of human intelligence , such as the ability to 
be original or to show judgment or foresight, which were not 
measured by these tests."4 
Guilford's theoretical work The Nature of Human Intelligence 
pointed out the wide variety of the intellect and opened the 
field for the measurement and importance of creativity.: The 
1willard Abranam, Common Sense about Gifted Children 
(New York: Harper & Brothers , Pu blishers 1Y58J, p. 21. Quote 
discovered in Marian H. Stromquist (Shuf·f ) "A Study of Provisions 
in Use to Meet the Needs of Gifted students in Southeast Kansas 
Secondary Schools" (Unpublished Specialist Thesis , Kansas State 
College/Eittsburg, 1Y62), p .  1 
2Gallagher , Research Summary, p .  6 
3 
It was very interesting to read M. Stromquist's specialist 
study to see the various definitions of giftedness . Just that 
short time ago the main concern was with academic giftedness and 
intelligence quo"tients . Even so, scholars had di1·1·icul ty in 
agreeing on a definition. 
4Gallagher , Research Summary , p. 46. 
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following picture � shows his 11 intellec-c mo a el. 11 .-' 
OPERATION: 
Evaluation ------­
Convergent production 
Divergent production 
Memory----� 
Cognition ---
PRODUCT: 
Units ___ __, 
Classes---­
Relations ---­
Systems --­
Transformations 
Implications 
CONTENT: 
Figural -----� 
Symbolic ----� 
Semantic ________ __, 
Behavioral------------' 
.-
F1cURE 9-1. Guilford's Structure of the Intellect Model. (From 
]. P. Gu11ford. The nah1re of human intelligence. New York: 
McGraw-Hil , 1967, frontispiece. Reprinted by permission.) 
c 
R. 
s 
Getzels and Jackson's distinctive research study Creativity 
and Intelligence was a c ontinuation or Guilford's theoretical 
work. The two researchers wanted to show that some highly 
creative children are not recognized as "gifted" .. �Y. �tandard 
I.Q. tests. These children do not think mainly c o���ively, 
rather divergently. For purposes of research,they selected 1·or 
one group those pupils at the University of Uhicago Laboratory 
1 .Illustration taken f"rom: 
Gifted Child (2nd ed;; Boston: 
p. 23). 
James J. Gallagher, Teaching the 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc . ,  1Y75J, 
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School who scored in the top 20 per cent of the total sample 
on the l.Q. test but not in the top 2U per cent on measures or 
creativity. f'or the other group, the "nigh creativity" one, 
students were selected who scored in the top twenty per cent on 
creativity measures but not in the top 2U per cent on I.�. 
Some comparisons 01· the two gro'!lps were: 
1) Despl. te a mean dif'1·erence of 2� I. Q. points between 
the "high creativity" and the "high l.Q." group, the 
two groups were not dif.ferent in school achievement. 
2) The "high l.Q." group appeared to be composed of social 
conformists while the "high creativity" group was mostly 
asocial and not influenced by common cultural�values. 
j) In teacher preference, the teac�ers showed an apparent 
pre1·erence for the "nigh l .Q." cnila over the average of 
the. total school popuJ.ation. · The rating !·or tne "nigh 
creativity" students was not significant.iy di!'ferent 
trom the total school population. 
A major flaw of the test was i;hai; the group oI° students 
wno scored high in botn creativity and 1.Q. was not included in 
tnis comparison.1 A stuay of tne biographies of the great 
suggests that very often hignly inteJ.lectual types are hignJ.y 
creative as well.2 Also, all the si;udents were drawn from the 
University of Cnicago Laboratory School where all students had 
to oe fairly oright. These students were haraly a good cross­
section of the general popul��ion. 
Nevertheless, tnese researchers did raise important 
questions about the variety of intellect. They did point out 
important dif'1·erences between the creative mind and the in­
tellectual mind. 
1Gallagher, Research �ummary, pp. 4'(-48. 
21dea presented by Dr. Gerhard Matzner during interview. 
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The best way of summing up the .differences between the 
highly creative and the h ighly intellectual is that there are 
problem· ·finders and problem .. solvers •1 Tne problem finder seeks 
new problems to solve and the problem solver !'ollows a we1....l 
d.e:rined. pai;h to its s o.Lution. "We are noi; as interested in 
training a gifte d  student to execute the chemistry experiment 
correct.Ly as we are tnat ne tell u·s that "the experiment itself' is 
trivial and. that h e  can construct a better one . "2 
Definition 
Objective 
Method 
Outcome 
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TABLE XVI. PROBLEM SOLVING AND PROBLEM FINDING BY HUMANS 
(after Mackworth, 1965) 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
Problem solving is the selection and use of an exist· 
ing program for an existing set of programs. 
To choose correctly between existing programs-in 
order to select the one program that effectively elicits 
the required actions from a set of possible responses. 
Experiment more than thought mrn1m1zes the mis­
match between the desired and apparent actual states. 
Success is the discovery of one specific acceptable an­
swer to one well-defined problem. 
PROBLEM F.t.NDINO 
Problem finding is the detection of the need for a 
new program by comparing existing and expected 
future programs. 
To choose correctly between existing .and expected 
future programs-in order to devise new programs 
and to realize that one or more of these would be 
more suitable than any of the existing programs \n 
eliciting the required actions. 
Thought more than experiment minimizes the mis­
match betv.·een the desired and apparent actual states. 
Success is the discovery of many general questions 
from many ill-defined problems. 
June Stark , who has had long experience witn the gil.'ted, 
would characterize the two .Leve.Ls or the intellect as the 
·i Gallagher, Teaching, p. 'f 8. He credits 1"Iackwortn with the 
id.ea: Mackwortn , N .11. Originality, American ·Psychologis-r; , 1965, 
Vol. 20, pp. 5.L-66. 
2 · d  · · 9 lli.._. ,  p • .  , 
jGa.Llagner, Res earch �ummary , p • .L.i2 .  
.LU 
devel.oped righi; side: "the holistic, creative, "picturing" side 
and tne le1t side: the analytic ,  cognitive, nthinking" side.1 
A characteri�i c  oI both the creative and intellectual , .. 
students is the "ability to manipu.Late internally .iearnea. symbol. 
systems . 11 2 It can be said another way: "The one Iaci;or i;hai; 
youngsters J.abeled ''gi1·ted '· have in common is the aoili ty to 
aosorb abstract concepts, to organize them more effectively, and · 
to apply them more appropriately "than does the average youngster.11 3 
Tne aim 01· this chapi;er is not to avoi d  i;ne definition of 
"gifted , "  ratner to simpli fy it· by discussing ootn the 
"intel�ectual" and tne creai;ive sides of intelligence. O:f course 
a major pi i;fall could oe '·.over�imp.t:i::fying ._a· defini'tion�. 
The State of Illinois' section for gi£ted cnilaren realizes 
the importance oI derinition: 
One oz the most impor�ant things to keep in mind when 
oeginning to organize a program for the gi1·ted is to 
general.Ly derine what is t o  oe meant by �he -cerms giited�­
ness or talent, then to sharpen the general de.tini-cion i;o 
.select· faen-c;if�cai;ioil procedures tnat would be in exact 
syncnroniza-c;ion with the ctefinii;ion.4 
The state advises iocal school sysi;ems to iollow this procea.ure • 
.lTa�k given at tne Regional. Girted Conference, urbana, March 
3 J., 1�78. 
2 Ga1lagher, Teaching, p • .LO. 
31bid., p. l�. 
4111inois orfice of �ducation, 1140 l.luestions and Answers on 
Gi1·ted Education," portions thereor excerpts 1·rom 11 Some suggested 
procedures ror establishing a program for girted and talented 
students" by Dr • . Robert Tr�zise, Mic higan State Department of 
Education tXeroxed copy). 
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Yet the State of Illinois contradicts ·itself in its 
various definitions. One definition in The School Code .1977 
defines "gifted children • • •  whose mental development i s  accelerated 
beyond the average to the extent they need and can profit from 
specially planned educationa.L servic e s . 111 That would seem to 
lean toward an academically defined term. Yet in actual practice 
the state, along with the United States Office of Education, 
lists six areas of giftedness which can occur alone or with 
another to qualify as "gifted " :  
A • .  G.eneral Intellectual Ability: 
Often indicated by a measured I.Q.  in the top 3-5% or 
. the population. These pupils usually have the mental . 
ability that allows them to  perform in an intellectually 
superior fashion in a wide range of areas. 
B.  0pecific Academic Aptitude: 
A result of specific abilities, drives, and interests 
which have combined to make a student an outstanding 
performer in a particular subjec t  area, such as science 
or foreign language. 
c. Creative Thinking and Production: 
Generally recognized by unusual responses to  conventional 
tasks. The creative pupil tends to engage in divergent 
thinking as a way of reaching conclusions and solving 
problems. While we often think of artists when we 
think of creativeness, creative thinking and production 
manifests itself in all areas of human endeavor. 
D. Leadership Ability: 
Can · be observed · in a social group as certain individuals 
assume leadership functions. Talented leaders exercise 
their psycho-social abilities in such a manner that 
they not only assume a leadership role but they also 
are accepted by others as leaders. 
1The School Code or Illinois 1977 (Joseph M. Cronin, State 
Superintendent of Education; Bt. Patil: West .Publishing Co . ,  
197b), 122, 14 A-2. 
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�. Visual and �erforming Art s :  
- }I'. 
He.cognized by outstanding aesthetic production. 
in the graphic arts, sculpture, music or dance ,  
talented artist is able to express his feelings 
ideas artistically in ways which are beyond the 
of the average person. 
Psycho-motor Ability: 1 
Whether 
the 
and 
means 
Superior physical and mental coordination allows some 
individuals to excel in terms of dexterity and balance .  
The skilled craftsman and athlete gain their excellence 2 through the precise control of their muscular movements. 
Charleston follows the six definitions as well in its reim-
bursed programs ;  however in actual practice most or its programs 
deal with the academically talented. The 11gifted" students are 
to represent no more than the top 5 per cent of the population. 
Finding a definition is very important; otherwise the goals 
for the girted have no central focus. At the regional con­
i'erence for the gifted in Urbana, March 30, 1978, the participants 
in a parents• meeting did not have a clear definition for gifted 
education; they rollowed the six-pronged derinition. Not having 
a clear dei'ini tion of the term caused the group to be aimless 
and in disarray. 
Joyce Van �assel, the state directpr,3 admitted that the 
six-pronged definition is not an "operational definition." 
�he said that priorities must be established. 
In a rough draft copy of the state's projection for the next 
five years, the academically talented are listed as the state ' s  
top priority.4 That includes both categories A .  General 
- -------1:Ap'J5"arently- the· "fed·e-r�l government in new legislation is 
generally ruling out the psycho-motor. 
2From the files of the local gifted coordinator, Mrs. June 
:Bouknight. 
3via phone call, July 6, 1978. 
4Gifted section, Illinois 0
-
ffice 01· Education, "A Five 
Year Planning Document 1·or Gifted �ducation , "  April 26, 1�78, 
(Xeroxed copy ) .  
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lntellectual Ability and B. Specific Academic Aptitude. The 
following graph in the same study by the state shows the range 
of giftedness in the category of the "academically talented.111 
Mild 
116-128 l.Q. 
l� - 2 
grade level.s 
above in 
achievement. 
;::. -
Range of Giftedness 
Moderate 
l29-.l41 1.Q. 
2� - 3 grade 
levels above in 
achievemen"t. 
High 
142 - I . Q .  
'.)� - grade 
levels above in 
achievement. 
fhis priority is more realistic. The school cannot do 
everything and must begin somewhere. Clearly academic questions 
are the function of the school, whereas the other characteristics 
seem to be more in the domain of the family and community. That 
is, to train a child professionally to be a great artist, 
musician, or athlete, the family needs to give the gifted child 
a very early incentive. That is not to suggest tha"t music, art, 
modern dance, athle"tics, etc., be cut from tne school program. 
The discussion here concerns the training of the professional. 
artist, musician, or athl.ete. That kind of training is beyond 
the scope of most schools. But in mental development, the school 
should be aole "to meet the demands of the academically talented. 
Hopefully,·the state will encourage "u" or its definition as 
well, Creative Thinking and Production. 
�·or purposes 01· this paper the areas of academic superiority 
and creativity, that impossibly defined word will oe stressed, 
1�he state· report had no page numbers. 
.l4 
Categories A., B., and u., according to the State•s list;, the 
academically inclined person as the problem solver and tne 
creative person as the problem finder. The school has a 
special obligation to i ts most intellectual and most creative. 
It was interesting 1·rom the research "to see the growth o f  
the "term it gifted . "  First the de:tini tions were limited to 
academic superiority, then expanded to include the creative 
power as well.· Presently, "gifted0 c o vers just about e very one 
and maybe consequentiy no one because tne definition by being so 
broad is aiso too vague. It is suggested tnat a return to the 
intellectual. and creative meanings of the word "gi:t"ted0 be 
sufficient for the scope oI the school's primary responsibility. 
15 
eHA.PT�ti III 
TH.I!; SP�CIAL Rr;IM..BUR�ED �RO�RAM IN CHARJ..lES�ON 
The State 01 Illinois gifted program appropriated $4000 in 
funds to the Charleston local aistrict for the 19'17-78 school 
year. In brief, according to the program coordinator, the 
projects were as follows: 
1 .  Poetry.for·Fourtn·Graders; Tnis:proposal is to:provide 
girted students witn ins�ruction in poetry as a part 
of the reading and language.arts curriculum. Students 
will be provided with opportunities to hear and read 
poetry as well as create tneir own. Some oi the. 
activities will incorpora�e art and poetry. Walton. 
2. Pro·ect Senior Citizen Informant ade 8 • Students 
Will preserve the history or t e Uoles �ounty Community 
oy interviewing, taping, editing, ana writing an 
article on members of the community wno have lived in 
the area for many years. The students will edit the 
articles and have these printed as a booklet. bookle�s 
will be donated to the libraries in the community. 
Tapes tnat are made will also oe kept as a collection 
in the CJtiS school library. Thompson/Sherwood. 
3. uareer Develo ment raae 7 • Students worKing in a 
group wi l e involve in a career development program. 
There wilL be activi�ies and Learning experiences 
covering each or the seven basic concepts of career 
deveiopment: decision maKing, coping benavior, life­
style, career iniorma�ion, self development, educational 
awareness, attitudes ana appreciation. : . 
Tne cluster approacn will be used in developing an 
overall orientation to careers. 
Following �his group work, students will progress into 
individualized career expioration which will enabLe 
each student to inves�iga�e a career in depth. This 
choice will be based on the outcomes and knowledge 
gathered from the group worK. 
Pa�icipa�ion in the program will be voluntary. fhe 
school counselor will serve as the leader of the 
program. McCabe. 
4. 
5. 
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Elementary Photograthy. Up to 10% of the total sixth grade 
population of the C arleston Public 0chools who demonstrate 
girted characteristics in the areas of reading, social studies, 
or science will be introduced to sequentially planned 
activities in the basic black and white photography. 0kills 
which will be introduced on }'riday afternoons at school in 
large group sessions via filmstrip, slide-tape, as well as 
the lecture-discussion method will be practiced in smaller 
groups. Those activities requiring the use of a darkroom 
without an enlarger will be completed in a renovated janitor's 
closet at Je1·ferson �c.hoo.l, whi.le activities- .which demand an 
en.larger will be accomplished in Uharleston �enior High School 
Media Uenter on selected 0aturday mornings insuring sufficient 
time for thorough practice, as well as utilizing expensive 
facilities at periods of normally low usage. Acquisition of 
the= .skills of photography, plus appropriate display skills, 
and sequencing skills are expected to enlarge the students• 
repertoire or class reporting modes. In addition to the 
actual skills acquired, students will gain insight into the 
concept tha� photographs are a rorm or communication thereby 
improving the students' visual. literacy. ·Guidance in the 
structure of the pr9posal, as we!+ as the anticipated loan of 
cameras and Photo-�tory Discovery �ets has been provided by 
Dr. Jerry Griffith, Eastern Illinois university, whose 
expertise is recognized in the field of visual literacy. Uurran • 
.Language Arts and Math. Under a Title lV-u grant, six . .:- ·. 
teachers at Mark �wain �chool are invo.lved in the adoption 
of a project developed in Essexville, Michigan,·to·provide 
for the special needs of children in a heterogeneous class-
room. The organizational approach or the program is learning 
centers. �he special needs or children are served through 
individual p�escriptions, with activities provided in the 
centers as indicated by the prescription. The program is to 
be continued 1·or gi1·ted children. Adai tionally students will 
be provided r·or to move a"t "their own rate in reading and 1 
mathematics or .. ··wi th individual or sma.11 group instruction. 
As was· stated, the gir·ted program is to cover the top 5 per 
cent of the district's students. Under the special reimbursemen"t 
lunds that is not dif1"icul t to do since so few are in the program. 
ln a few of the projects.the students represented more than 5 per 
cent, e.g., 7 out 01· a class of 24, however no where near the 
district's total 5 per cent because the local high school, as well 
as many other grade levels, did not participate in the state's 
program. 
1 �·rom the files of "the local giftea coordina"tor, Mrs. June 
HouJmight. 
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ln the past a.1  teachers who have applied have been able to 
participate, but the vast majority did not even apply. Some­
times a given teacher may have to rewrite a part of the proposal 
to be accepted, but eventually a.1  programs, once applied for, 
have been accepted. This will be true of the future, depending 
on funds and number of applications. 
The year's gifted program (1977-78) involved teachers rrom 
Mark Twain and Lincoln, one project from the sixth grade at 
Jefferson, one in 7th and one in �th at the junior high school. 
No projects came from the high school. 
�he writer personally �alked with each of the teachers in­
volved in the special reimbursed p�og�am.1 Each one showed a 
high interest in the gifted student. Many have attended work­
shops and/or conferences for the gifted. The teachers involved 
were willing to submit to extra work and extra effort. In re­
turn materially a.11 they received were expenses :t;"or workshops 
and conferences and released time from teaching to attend. They 
also got special supplies for the gifted from the special gifted 
budget and program suggestions from the regional service center 
personnel. 
lD.r.:NTlFlCATION 
Two years ago in the light of severe money problems the 
Charleston school board cut out school-wide testing.2 This 
11 also talked to many of those to ·be involved .. in .. �he 1';178-79 
programs. 
2A special pity because the Charleston school system 
measured up we.11 nationally in the testing. 
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cut o:f course affected the validity of selecting students :for 
the gifted program. In the absence of a school-wide testing 
program, the initiative for student selection starts wit� the 
teacher's subjective recommendations rather than the objective 
test scores. Such a checklist i s  included in Appendix A�
1 
The teacher determines a certain score as high enough for fur-
ther testing. Further tests are then given to those students. 
2 The State of lllinois requires three criteria for acceptance .  
only Mrs. McCabe, the junior high counselor, who has access 
to all students• permanent records, started with the test score 
01· two years ago, the last schoolwide testing of the 5th grade 
ll-5 grades were tested) ,  7th graders in l<J7't-·ra. Then she 
selected out the thirty students with the highest test score s .  
For each student two o:f his ·rth grade teachers were asked to 
fill out the checklist. Then the twelve witn the highest 
scores on the checklists were selected. 
Mrs. Curran and Mrs. Ashby had each 5th grade teacher 
recommend the "gifted" for the photography project, then tested 
those students to make the final selection. 
Only Mrs. McCabe, junior high counselor, and .Mrs. Curran 
Jefferson librarian, and her co-worker Mrs. Ashby, 6th grade 
teacher, drew from whole grades or students .  The others used 
only those students with whom they had personal contact in 
class. 
At Mark Twain all the students have been identified and 
new names are added from time to time , whether or not � \ 
1 Awenu"J.X A ,  page·: .. 63·. · 2A�pendix A, pages b4 and b5 lists the criteria used by the 
participating teachers. 
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the classroom teacher participates in the gifted program. At 
first the teachers use the checklist, then Mrs. Bouknight 
administers the tests to those selected to determine if they 
are "gifted . "  Having been identified, however, does not mean 
the student is sure to participate in a program. It depends 
on whether the teacher wishes to participate in the Illinois 
special gifted program. (Out or 9 teachers at Mark Twain 7 
participa�ed during 1977-78) .  However, by being informed as to 
which children are gifted, all teachers in Mark �wain bear respon-
sibility for seeing that the gifted child gets special treatment . 
Kris Walton of Lincoln selected 1 'Students for poetry out 
of 24 from her class because she thought they could all ,., · .. : 
bene1·i t .  
Vicki �hompson and Juanita Sherwood selected a group of 19 
1·rom the four sections 01· social studies/language arts ,  19 
out of 120. But this number did not include all the eighth 
graders, only those whom they taught . Next year under a con­
tinuation of the same project with other 8th grade teachers they 
plan to recruit from the whole 8th grade.  
The number of students per project is completely flexible 
because ,  as mentioned before, Charleston with its small state 
resources is,not over J per cent of its student body. 
In short, because of the absence of standardized testing, 
selection is certain to be somewhat incomplete.1 If  testing 
1I t  is probably better to pick too many than too few. 
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is further delayed, 1 the validity 01· the 19'/5 test scores will 
be in question. Also a student ·could conceivably go through 
the whole system without being identified, especially ir he or 
she is an underachiever and teachers do not detect the under-
achiever's real potential or if the student is a transfer after 
the 5th grade .2 
Two general criticisms of identification procedures are : 
1) Students for the most part are selected only i1' they are 
in contact with a teacher who is involved in the g�fted program, 
with the exception of the 6th grade photography project and the 
7th grade career project. 
L) The process of selection generally starts with teacher 
recommendation, with the exception of the 7th grade career project. 
A Charleston teacher said the difference between selection 
based on initial teacher recommendation or initial test scores 
is substantial. The teacher will generally pick "teacher 
pleasers," mainly girl s.. The tests are much 1·airer; there is 
greater balance between the sexes. There are even some real 
surprises. 
One of the interviewees though a partial solution to 
problems of identi!"ication at specific levels would be to 
rotate the grade level emphasis: one year all the elementary 
schools tK-4) could be involved, Jefferson the next, the junior 
high the f'ollowing, and then the high school. But such a plan 
in order for it to be successful would mean that all the teachers 
within a given system would be willing to participate during the 
the 
1The school board hopes to have national testing again during 
spring of 1�7Y, accoraing to the local newspaper. 
2Tests were given in 1975 to students through the 5tn grade. 
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appropriate y�ar. The program coordinator felt a rotated kind 
of program· might destroy continuity and interest among those 
teachers who had . consistently shown interest year ai·ter year. 
All teachers now have the opportunity to apply at the present 
time but only·a limited number do. lf a blanket amount was 
given at a specific level, then some of the money might be 
wasted because not all teachers are committed to programs for 
the gifted. 
TYPES UF G�OUPING 
Most of the teachers with the gifted program met with 
their gifted students separately, but the Mark Twain teachers 
used groupings within the heterogeneous classroom. 
All of the Mark Twain teachers who got reimbursed !"lmds 
from the state for the gifted used the learning center approach. 
During the 1Y7b-'f7 school year six of them v±si ted the Essexville, 
Michigan, schools in order to observe the learning center 
approach. The program there was originally set up to "main­
stream" students with learning disabilities back into the 
heterogeneous classroom. The concept was expanded to include 
all students: "to accommodate almost all students--slow and 
i·ast--as they progress toward optimal functioning in the 
regular classroom learning environment in an ongoing, diag:- .'::· .: :.: � 
nostic, prescriptive, and evaluative process.••
1 Charleston 
expanded the concept even more by accommodating its gifted stu-
dents as well. The classroom 1·or -che learning centers was 
1fhe Essexville-H�pton Public Schools, E�EA, Title lII, 
Project Fast, Essexville, Michigan, undated (multilith). 
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divided into small groups where di1.ferent le_arning processes 
were occur.ring simultaneously, such as, creative writing
.
, art, 
spelling, reading, mathematics.1 During a given week, the pupil 
covered all groups, "  following his "passport," according to a :': 
given sequence .  A bell rang or in some way the teacher announced 
the end of one group and the beginning of the new group. Not 
all the day was spent in learning centers, for most teachers 
perhaps 1 to 2 hours a day. Some teachers at Mark Twain had 
heterogeneous grouping in the learning centers; others had homo-
geneous groupings.  The argument for heterogeneous grouping 
is .. that:.the · smarter pupil helps the slower ·one and both p�ofit . 
After al.L, to "teach" another is to learn the suoj ect better.2 
For homogeneous grouping the pupils were able to move quickly 
through a sequence and to interact on an equal basis.  It was 
grouping by ability, yet very inconspicuous. No matter what 
the grouping, each pupil £0.Llowed his individual educational 
prescription. It was the beginning of independent study, y�t 
closely supervised . 
The other teacher participants in the gi1·ted program used 
special classes ror the girted. 
Kris Walton took her poetry group to tne liorary resource 
center for a concentrated one hour daily over a 1 to 2 month 
1 �ome teachers had al.L reading groups and all mathematics 
groups occurring at the same time. 
2Jerrold Zacnarias , Learning by Teaching, cited oy Gallagher, 
Teacnin�, p .  14.L. Zacharias recommends that high school students 
teach e ementary science to young chi.Ldren . His observation, also 
true for elementary children teaching other peers, holds true : 
when one teaches a subject to someone else , the "teacher" o!'ten 
learns more than the person being taught. 
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period while her student teacher had the rest of the class. 
Mrs . Curran, the librarian, met with her selected group for 
one nour every Friday afternoon for most of the school y�ar. 
Then she and Mrs . Ashby worked often on Saturday mornings for two 
hours in two separa�e pnotograpnic labs with individual 
students • 
.M.rs. Mc�abe used an alternating period from the school day 
once a week , starting with the first period the first week, then 
to the second the second week, and so on. She sent out a weekly 
memo to the teachers t o  remind them of students being out of 
class that day. 
Juanita- �herwood and Vicki Thompson had difficuity iinding 
times to oe together with their students. Sometimes they met 
wi th their students during their planning period and had to 
pUll students out of other classes. Sometimes they met before 
school . �unch period would have been an ideal meeting time, 
they tnough t ,  if ooth of them n�d had the same lunch period 
free of supervision duties, because all their students had 1·ree 
time tnen. 
In short , teachers had to use a great amount or ingenuity 
in finding special times to meet with their gifted students , 
either through groupings within their classes or finding some 
time outside of class . In some cases that was very d ifiicult to 
do. 
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TYPES OF GI.tt·TElJNE::>S CuVEKED 
All si;udents were selected on i;he oasis of various criteria 
of acaaemic achievement . .But Mrs . Curran ana .Mrs.  Asnby incor­
porated the "creative" into i;he testing by . having the students 
make a i;rial photograpn {actually, not just creative but in this 
instance under "visual and performing arts�' category E of the 
Illinois gifted program) . Some of the very brignt were unable 
to  pass "this third criterion. Of c ourse,  both the groups of Walton 
and Curran/Ashby were, in actual performance ,  concerned wii;h the 
creative side mainly, tnat i s  problem-finding as opposea to 
problem solving. Tne children in the poetry group studied 
other poetry, tnen created tneir own (prob.Lem I·inding) . Tne 
photograitly group stu�iea the techniques at Iirst tproolem soiving) , 
bui; the real cnal.Lenge oI the course came when each phoi;ographer 
became his own eye i;o the world tproblem finding) . · 
2? 
t.;HA.l:'TEH IV 
ORGANibATlON OF THE GlFT�D PXOGHAM 
�TAfE, XEG!ON, .LOCALITY 
The legislature each year decides how much it will 
appropriate to the gi1·ted program. Each year the gil'ted 
programs around the state send letters to any possible lay 
lobbyist to write his congressman or come in person to  plead 
the cause ·01· the gifted.
1 The state, regional, and local 
office� 01· the gil'ted have to wait 1·or this spending author­
ity. During l':::J77-·rs the state legis1a-cure cut ·oack the 
requested funds by 20 per cent, out i't was still an increase 
or 5 per cent over the year berore. This year however the � · 
state proposed full 1·uncting of the requested 1·unds .  At the 
time 01· this writing it is not .Known ii· the governor will 
I 
veto this amount. 
'fhe state gi1·ted program is a part or the I.Llinois Ofl'ice 
of �ducation. That is separate from the state legis.Lature • s  
appropriation to  the gi1·ted.  The state appropriated 2 � 1  million 
for local schools, b)0, 000 for area service centers last year. 
�'wo full time sta1·1· members, Joyce Van Tassel and Linda Avery, 
plus two full time secretaries are the regular s'ta1·1· for the 
gi1·ted program. Four other staf1· members from the Illinois 
Uffice 01· �ducation help with certain programming. 2 ' ( 
1 �ee Appendix A ,  page 66 1·or a sample let'ter. 
�See Appendix A, page 67 !·or a li sting o:!' the state and 
regional services plus a rundovm of the local programs. 
3source for this information was Joyce van �assel . 
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The director approves local reimbursement runds or has them 
revised, goes over the semi-annual and annual evaluations, 
meets with the girted advisory council, supervises and coordi­
nates the operation of area service centers, develops guidelines, 
seeks federal funding 1·or gift.ed programs, and implements pro­
grams using those funds. 
The gif'ted program has a state gifted advisory counci l .  Our 
local coordinator, Mrs� Bouknight, is also a member of this state 
board . The council members have the runction of advising state 
staff regarding all aspects of the program. Earlier, in the 
60 ' s, they had the power of consent too. One of their main 
jobs now i s  to read proposals from agencies applying ror the 
nine regional service centers and to -ltlake recomme11�- as to 
which nine should be selected. Most centers get the grant year 
after year. However, this region has a new agency for 19"!8-'79, 
the University of Illinois. There were three other applications: 
the Urbana School District lthe center since 1970 ) ,  Cumberland 
School District , and Lake Land College. �wo other centers were 
also changed, making a total of three changes for one year, an 
unusual circumstance .  
The regional service centers are chosen each year. Region 
V, which includes Charleston. receives a budget of approximately 
�100, 000. It serves the local needs by visiting the schools 
regularly, planning meetings with the local coordinators . The 
local communities contact the regional o1'fice 1·or help with 
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problems and for using the resources and materials of the 
regional centers. The regional office plans workshops, confer-
ences, summer institutes for its teachers and administr�tors. 
Hegion V covers the following counties : Douglas, Clark, Edgar, 
Effingham, Iroquois, Jasper, Uhristian, Piatt, Cumberland, Shelby, 
Crawford, Dewitt, Macon, Coles, Vermilion, Ford, Champaign, and 
Moultrie . 
Before the organization of the area service centers ,the 
state gifted program had demonstration centers. Charleston had 
one at the junior high school and a pre-school program with 
Mrs. Julie Triplett . �he state later refocussed. Visiting 
teachers and administrators were to come and observe, then to 
implement those ideas in their local situations. However, after 
a year or less, only 29 per cent of the teachers visiting the 
centers were able ·to give any example of how they had changed 
their own situation as a result of the visit . It was con-
eluded that . to be effective, specialists should go from the 
demonstration center to work in the local area.1 
The local coordinator is  responsible for the projects in 
the district . She sees to the needs of the teachers involved .  
She oversees the proposals,  budgets the money, evaluates the 
programs in behavioral objectives. Gallagher describes such 
objectives: "What particular behavior do we expect the student 
to perform after training that he could not perf·orm prior to 
the instruction?112 The money appropriated to Charleston goes 
1 ual1agher, Teaching, p .  3U2 . 
2Gallagher, Research Summary, p .  llb. 
I I 
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directly into special programs for gifted students, in-service 
workshops and institutes for teachers. Part of Mrs. Bouknight ' s  
salary could come from the state ' s  gifted program ,but the 
district chooses instead to  give everything to its gifted 
students and their teachers and to pay her directly from local 
funds .  Also, she does not opt for any additional payment for 
her work with the gifted.1 
1 1 have chosen not to discuss the history of the gifted 
program in the State of Illinoi�. Gallagher does a thorough 
j ob in his book Teaching the Gifted Child, pp. 299-303. 
CHA.l:'T..l!:H V 
..l!:VALUATIUN OF THE H..l!:GIONAb AND �TAP� GlFT..l!:D PHOGKAM 
The : regiona+ -organization. seems:· to be a · satis1·a9to:ty link 
in its general approach, that is,  as a kind of intermediary be­
tween the state and the local school system. The regional office 
is on call, so to speak, and prompt to Tespond t o  the · demands and 
problems or local school districts.  
The regional organization provides excellent oppo�tunities 
1·or teachers and administrators. Workshops are set up ; at least 
l� were given during the 1·irst semester of 1977-'/8 · • One two­
day regional conference sponsored by three regions was offered. 
One annual summer institute was on the agenda ror this region as 
well as other institutes over the state . 
This region and other regions seem to stress the neglected 
area of creativity. The writer went to two sessions on creativity 
at the regi9nal conf·erenc e :  June Stark--"Vherishing--or 1·inding 
again--the magical child" and Sandy �chmulbacn-- 11The flowering of 
creativity in the c.Lassroom . "  These speakers emphasized the 
encouraging of creativity, letting it exist, renewing a child­
.Like view of the world, reaching into the pre-conscious world. 
A teacher in the Gharleston School system ,who is very 
interested in the gifted , stated the need ror .Learning to br�ng 
out potential creativity in a girted child. According to her, 
the students in the school system have learned to activate their 
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cognitive skill s ,  but the areas of creative , �ivergent thinking 
have been _submerged . J:>y attending con1·erenc·es she has learned 
to revitalize divergent thinking in her students .  
Weak areas in the region seem to be the region ' s  inability 
to deal ef"fecti vely, operational.Ly, wi tn the six de!'ini 'tions 01· 
giftedne s s .  '.!.'he state advi ses its .Local areas to focus care1·u11y, 
but the regions seem very conrused as to definab.Le goa.Ls. Joyce 
Van Tasse.L1 did nowever state that there i s  to be a lot more 
uniformi'ty among the regions. During tne spring of .L97e, the 
regional coor<iinators met and set up a lis't 01· oasics r·or gifted 
programs and a list of priori ties that al.L of them must 1·0.L.Low 
in the future. That Kina of airection will oe welcome. 
In the absence or definite goal s ,  regi ona.L newsletters seem 
to be saturated with educational games,  gimmickry, "making 
learning fun, " "make and take . "  Such phrases a s :  "Why not 
build a humanities ca1·eteria with an a la carte line loaded 
with goodies?" do not seem appropriate . The writer of this 
paper agrees with Gina Ginzberg, author and executive director 
01· the Gif·ted Child Society, Inc . ,  who sa.i d :  "In the United 
�tate the emphasis i s  on 1·un. We take away the children• s 
satisfaction to struggle with the dif·1·icul t .  11 2 
Perhaps the "f'un" approach may be neces sary for the slow 
learner but certainly not 1·or the gifted. lf one were to pick 
up a copy of a catalog ror a private prep school, the approach 
1 via phone interview. 
2Regi onal. Gifted Coni·erence, March 30, 1�78. 
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is very dry, a general listing of courses without any 1·antare . 
A sixth grade student a� "the Malcolm Gordon School in New York 
truces "the I·ollowing subj ects every a.ay: spelling, composition 
(one hour of writing a.aily) ,  history, mathematics; and geography. 
He has a book report due every two weeks. His parents hope their 
child is gif-ced. They have ample t·unas and can well at1·ord all 
kinds 01: "razzle-ctazzle , "  but they seek system, solidity, hard 
discipline. Uertainly "the public sphere does not have the 
financial means for this sor-c of enterprise, if  the private 
spnere does not . The "B?-ck to  B?-sics" movement is a cry heara 
1·rom paren�s with gifted children too.  
tne regional giftea. conference (March 30 and 31 , 1�78, 
ur-oana) was excellent. Many ideas 1·or very serious programs 
were ofI'ered: ''What happens next year?"--Jay Stortz�, former 
state ciirector for the giitea, now pri ncipal oI· Arcola ..h;lementary 
School, and "How to ge"t ou1i of an egg wi 1.hout cracking the shell . . . 
or ways to organize a gi1·ted program"--Adrienne Olson and 
Hobert �ewgard, gifted coordinators for several elementary 
schools in Chicago Heights. But one session illustrates the 
point of "gimmickry" and "1.uni " so much emphasized these days, 
in girted education too.1 The title of the session was 
"Monstrous Motivation. " The description 1·or the session was as 
1·01lows: 
1 Some say the "gimmickry" aspect i·s worse in this region 
than in other regions. 
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Ideas for incorporating the thrill and fascination of 
monsters and other ghoulish delights into your daily 
curriculum. Send chills down the spines of your toughest 
students and make math moros e ,  grammar grue some, spell ing 
spooky, and art awesome . 
A part of the regional center' s inability t o  1ocus on basic 
issues stems from the energy and time consumed in having to write 
every year a new proposal to obtain the grant again. Each regional 
center always has to apply annually. Most receive the grant again, 
but there i s  always a chance that another agency will get i t .  The 
proposal is l ong and difficult to wri t e .  Also, t o  get a lot of 
public .attention and especially attention from the Advisory 
Council ,  which recommends the renewal of center s ,  it i s  important 
to be noticed and t o  produce a newsletter and programs with a lot 
of flair and appeal. 1 But some of this 1lair and appeal sacrifices 
seriousness of purpose . 
When the center i s  not working on next year ' s proposal and 
keeping up its public relations , the director has to help the 
local schools get their annual money too. Too much effort i s  
based on the future tnext year ' s  proposal s )  and the past 
t evaluations of what has occurred) 2 instead of on the present 
where. things must happen. There has been much discussion of 
awarding a three year c ontract to area service centers with 
· annual negotiations for appropriation only to ease some of 
the pressure . The Advisory Council supports such a 
recommendation. 
1 For a sample page of a newsletter, see Appendix A, page 69. 
2Both of which- . .are demanded by the state offic e .  
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The regional centers need to offer more direct services to 
the gifted children themselves. This year Region V, the region 
which services Charleston, invited gifted students on a very 
informal basis, that is, an announcement, no formal invitation, 
to participate in a math camp lK-6) . The cost was $25 per 
student for the five afternoons in Urbana. Three children from 
Charleston went. One of the mothers complained that the children 
were used largely in an experimental way for the advantage of : .. . 
the researcher and visiting, observing teachers. The emphasis 
was on fun and games with very little systematic learning, very 
little orientation to future learning. �here was no overall 
structure, rather a potpourri of miscellaneous activities. Never­
theless, , it was a beginning and a good sign of things to come. 
The fact that there was a math camp for the region ' s  children is 
a positive sign in and of itself .  It is so important especially 
for the very highly gifted to come in contact with similar 
children from the region. 
Region IV (regional center at Carthage) sponsored a second 
annual gifted fair for the entire region. The gifted children 
of all age levels in the region were encouraged to display 
their science. and;- art projects, or anything else of interest 
at the P�o�i� . Northwoods Mall for one day. This fair is 
another example of direct services to gifted children. 
The state program is not under the pressure of fighting for 
:j, ts life each ye_ar � The school code. requires ·  the state gifted 
program so that the viability of the state office does not come 
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under close legislative scrutiny year after y�ar .1 Perhaps 
that i s  why what i s  written there has greater depth, concern for 
the future in the way of making the present more bearabl e .  In 
the state ' s  five year projection, on the basis of a needs assess­
ment across the state, 2 the state wants an increase of personnel 
at the regi onal level, locally a full time teacher/coordinator 
or a c oordinator with several districts in a cooperative efrort . 
The state of1.ice wants a two-pronged approach in better facil­
itating the deli very 01· direct s-ervice programs to low incidence · 
( or highly gifted) pupil s :  · 1 ) identification of low incidence/ 
highly gifted and with that the need to identify resources in 
universitie s ,  local districts, community groups ,  and i.ndividual 
mentors to help 2 )  a summer program 1·or the highly gifted with 
residential programs for grades � - to 12 and expanding to K to 
8 as well. In summary , the state i s  asking for a "systematic 
identification process" as well as a "l inkage effort that promotes 
overall programmatic growth . "  Th:E::? · pyramidal approach--locali ty 
I 
to region to state--and hope 01· cooperat ion between local dis-
tricts ha.ve appeal . If' the state and region would think in terms 
of a c omprehensive program, local comprehensive programs might 
also flourish. Acc ording to Joyce Van Tassel, the St . Charles 
school district i s  planning a comprehensive program as are also 
McHenry County and some parts of the Chicago city school system. 
1 . o� cour$e, if the localities and regions lost their monies, 
the state office would be like a king without a country. 
2ci ted in "A l4'i ve Year Planning Document 1·or Gifted .J!:ducation . "  
Needs assessment based on task force of 55 people in girted 
education. Their rec ommendations shared with group of 200 across 
state . A survey was sent to all districts during the fall of 1977. 
In .March of 19'18 a prel iminary report was made . After that report 
there were "think tank" sessions with managers from the lllinois 
Office of Education. · In April 01· 19"(8 the data was compi led . A 
rather impressive needs assessment.  
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CHAPT�R Vl 
UTHER PROGHAMS lN CHA.HLE�TON FOH THB GlF�ED 
The special reimbursed gifted program in Charleston has 
been examined as it relates locally, regionally and to the 
state.  The Charleston school district does not have a com­
prehensive gifted program. 1 Consequently, in the absence of a 
total program, the various levels--elementary K-4, Jefferson, 
the junior high and the senior high--will be surveyed to see 
if and where programs benefitting the gifted exist . 
The state used 5 per cent to determine its girted program. 
But 1·or practical reasons a small town such as Charleston must 
address itself to a larger percentage , say 10%, to make its 
own local gifted programs reasible and economically justifiable. 
'.rherefore, when the word 11git·ted11 is used in this section, some-
where near .10 per cent is meant. One has to start somewhere . 
Much of what will be discussed has to do with ability 
grouping or individualized instruction, but it is relevant to 
the subject at hand, namely, what is being done for the gifted 
in Charleston, besides the special reimbursed program:. 
Kough in Practical Programs for the Gifted suggests three 
different approaches in dealing with gifted children: tnrough 
acceleration, enrichment or special groupings.  
1 Gharleston is  certainly not alone in this respect. As was 
mentioned earlie� p .  34, only three school districts in the 
whole state are attempting total K-12 comprehensive programs . 
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ACCJ!;LERA TI ON 
Acceleration can benefit tne gifted in a numoer of ways. 
Grade-skipping is one possibility, an option little used in 
Charleston. Usually the parent initiates the action. Many 
members of the staff become involved: the building principal 
or principals i1' a building change is required, teachers, the 
scnool psychologist,  the superintendent . The decision is made 
with utmqst care to  determine if the student has sufficient 
emotional and mental maturity to  advance · .a grade . Also, there 
must be no major gaps in the material covered qr the cnild if 
a grade is to  be skipped .1 
�he writer has familiarity with two cases in Charleston; 
both girls who were advanceo. a grao.e had spent a year in 
European schools. I t  was f'el t tney had covered abroad two 
years of American education in one year of European schooling • 
.Another means or acceleration is early admission to  school. 
Il.linois laws nave December 1 as the cu�-o.rf date fo::;- a pupil 
to oe 5 in order to enter Kindergarten. Local school board · 
policy reitera�es tnis decision : the pupil must oe 5 oy 
December l for kindeL·garten ana 6 oy Dec . l to enter 1·irst 
grade . Transfers, the only exception to this rule,  who 
started scnool in another state at a younger age, can continue · · 
in tne same level ·where tney stopped. 
Some states, e . g . ,  California in some pro j ects,  nave had 
1 According to �allagher, Teaching, p .  286, graae-skipping is 
considered one of the least desirable metnods of acceleration. 
' I 
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great success in aliowing the brightest children to enter early . 
Bu"t this requires a comprehensive screening program to I'ind out 
wnich younger children nave the necessary ;characteristics to 
succeed. in school. uharleston has a 1·ine pre-school screeil.�g 
program on a voluntary oasis to identiry emotionally, mentally, 
and. physicaily handicapped. for special education. The mechani sm 
is there too :for identification 01· the very brignt, out it would 
t h t- t - 1 a.Ke a c ange in ne sta e Law. 
A"t the otner end or tne spectrum, it is  much easier to move 
ahead . rr· a stuaen"t in nigh school ta.JCes extra courses, he can 
graduate early, either at the end. o:f �is junior year or mid-point 
auring his senior year. On an average l to 2 s"tudents grad.ua"te 
at the end o:f their junior year, i2 in the middle o:f their senior 
year. 
Another common example o:f acceieration is tnat o:f s"tudents 
moving ahead in a given subject, say reacting. First graaers are 
often placed. with second graders, third wi tn 1·ourth. Tnis kind 
01· accelera"tion is being done by almos"t ail the elementary 
teachers {K-4 ) .  
An advanced piacement program would be another option 
whereby students upon completion o:f a specified high school 
course would get coliege credit . Charleston High School does not 
have such courses but does encourage students to take CLEP 
lCollege Level Equivalency Proficiency Tests) :for advanced 
1 Gailagher, Teaching, p .  2�0. 
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placement . Also tne mechanism for taking courses at Eastern 
(an� Lake . Lana College ) is open to students.  More information 
is given aoout the Eastern program later. 
EN!U CJil.lliNT 
Kough defines enrichment as a richer educational aiet for 
the gifted tnan that of other students in the same classroom. 
Tne bright student remains in the ne�erogeneous classroom out 
is  given �peciai attention, either individually or in a small 
group of gifted students in the same class. 
Accor·ding to Kough, in · oraer I·or enrichment to be present, 
the following criteria nave to oe there: 
1 .  Has each classroom teacher identified and listed tne 
students wno are gi1·ted? 11· teachers are unable to do 
thi s ,  a we�l-planned classroom· enrichment program is 
not operating. If only some of the teachers have cione 
it, tne gifted cnild program is  not reaching all or· 
the gifted youngsters in the school. 
2 .  �an each classroom teacher descrioe tne specific 
curriculum modification being made for each bright 
youngster? Again, if each teacher cannot do this, 
there is  not a complete classroom enrichment program. 
3 .  Does some person have supervisory responsibility for 
the entire progr<:.un•t Such a person may help classroom 
teachers in the identification process and provide 
motivation, 1ideas, and materials as the program progresse s .  
r1· these criteria are not present, then an enrichment program 
i s  difficult to evaluate and maybe not really present, according 
to Kough. Therefore, enrichment is  hard even to discuss. Even 
so, there are various enrichment programs under way. 2 
1 Jack Kough, Practical Programs for the Gi1·ted t Chicago : 
Science Research Associates, lnc . ,  1�6U) , pp. 6-� . 
2uf course more exist at the discretion of the individual 
teacher or administrator. These were the obvious ones. 
Elementary {K-4J 
Lincoln and Carl Sandburg as well as Mark Twain have class­
rooms where .learning centers are used. The difrerence between 
those and the ones under the gifted program are that the state 
·provi.des special supplies for those in the gifted program. Here 
again the learning centers provide for individual differences 
and aid the gifted too . Every elementary school has homogeneous 
reading groups within the heterogeneous setting. 
Every elementary school uses the mathematics books selected 
by the . curriculum council for individualized mathematics. Yet 
many teachers appeared not to be approving of individualized 
mathematics.  They felt their students were not getting the basic 
concepts on their own. So a number seemed to be teach.ing mathe­
matics in heterogeneous classes homogeneously while using a book 
geared to individualized learning! 
�he mathematics series \K-6) , mathematics for individualized 
instruction, presently used, is too easy for the gifted, according 
to  Mrs. Boulalight . Two levels in a co-basal approach are needed 
to offer more challenging mathematics material . 
Enrichment for gifted students and others has also been 
possible through volunteers: senior citizens at Garl Sandburg 
and parent volunteers in the libraries or resource centers at 
all the elementary school s .  These volunteers enable all the 
students to  work more independently. 
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Junior High School 
Science is grouped heterogeneously but the local, regional 
and state science rairs give the best students an opportunity 
to go way beyond the classroom work. 
Senior H;gh School 
With the high number of dropped courses due to budget cut­
backs ,  many of the special courses at the high school have been 
cut. It is di1.ficult to talk of enrichment when survival i s  
the question. Most required subjects are heterogeneously 
grouped. 
S��ClAL GHOUPlNGS 
Kough lists "special groupings" as the third form of dealing 
with gifted students ,  along with enrichment and acceleration . 
Elementary lK-4) 
Few elementary programs allow ror special groupings because 
the teacher has the single clas sroom and must deal with all 
students and be responsible for all subjects in a heterogeneous 
class. liowever , special groupings when possible do seem to be 
the most efficient way of dealing with the gifted . 
Some fear that special classes will turn the children into 
snobs . Rather, it has been shown that membership in such a 
class tended to take the student down a peg. He c ould no 
longer flaunt his superiority. 1 
There are two examples of where special groupings have 
been utilized at the K-4 level . 
1 uallagher ,  Research Summary, p .  8Y. 
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During the fall 01· 19'f7 Dr. Gerald Carr •-s language methods 
class from �astern Illinois University came to Mark Twain for 
six weeks to teach all fourth graders and a special gifted 
section of the third grade . The third grade students were ta.ken 
out of the regular class. 
Mrs. Bouknight , while principal or Carl S�ndburg, used non­
graded math groups,  based on ability and achievement , not on 
age and grade level. As a student met a given level or achieve­
ment, he could proceed to the next group . Henc.e, the groups 
were quite fluid. The groupings had positive results in terms 
of self-image t·or the individual students and mathematics achie-vement 
but were stopped when Mrs. Bouknight left to become the assistant 
supe;intendent .1 Apparently, some teachers obje�ted to the 
constantly changing groups and the great amount of record keeping. 
One interviewee suggested greater use of team teaching in 
the elementary grades to facilitate special groupings. lf 
teachers could place two sections together occasionally, then it 
would be easy to take the 10 or 12 best students off to another 
place f'or special work. 
Jefferson l 5 , 6 )  
For the 1'irst time all the students 1·rom all over the 
district are together. At this time there are fine opportunities 
for special groupings.  
During the fall 01· 19't7, fourteen reading groups at differing 
ability levels were organized at Je1'ferson. The teacners had used 
lJ B Bouknight uEvaluation ot a Continuous Progress Progrc:un 
in Mat�iatics--Uarl S�d burg Scnool�' llinpublisned Specialist Thesis, 
�astern Illinois University, 1971 ) .  
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tne Holt Total Language Approacn to Reading. oefore in wnicn all 
tne language areas are covere d :  grammar, spelling, l istening, 
reading, handwriting, speaking, study skills, comprehension, 
and interpretation. But �he approach was used in he�erogeneous 
classes. 
The groupings were es�ablished in the following way. The 
5th graders were placed in groups mainly on tne recommendations 
of tneir 4th grade teacners and a ran.King by the K-4 building 
principals .  �acn principal filled out a .r·orm for Mr .  Cougill ,  
tne Jefferson principal, for general class rank, mathematics 
ra.n.K and reading rank. On the basis of tnese forms , tne pupils 
were placed in reading groups.  Tne 6�h graaers were placed 
accordirg �o reading tests and teacher recommendations. because 
of the extensive nomogenei �y o.!' the groups, the students were 
able to  go into the 7th and 8th graae levels in reading. A�l 
s�udents Irom the 5th and 6�h graaes were placed according �o 
ability, so there were many classes where 5th and 6th grades co­
mingled. Tne levels and methods employed varied according to 
the group leve l .  A very high level o f  discussion and student 
participation was observed in the best 6th grade group . As  
Gallagherlpoints out, there is no point in just changing ability 
grouping of children without changing the curriculum and manner 
in which children are taught . · -
Mathematics ciuring the schooJ. year of J.9'f'/-'f8 was mainly 
·; Gallagher, Teaching, p. 2�:n. 
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taught in heterogeneous classes with most of a given class 
working together. However, 3 teachers at the Sth grade level 
divided their students into 3 groups--top, medium, low--so as 
to provide greater homogeneity. Two 6th grade teachers did 
likewise. However, next year 10 sections or mathematics �3 of 
7 sections from �th grade,  all 7 sections of 6th grade) will be 
teaching mathematics at the same time, and homogeneous groups 
will be possible. Late in the spring of' 19'78 the 5th graders 
were tested for .future 6th grade groupings. ��t y�ar: :;t-h�·:.:J:���- -'-�,th 
;·-grad�rS:.:· of the three participating teachers will be tested at 
the beginning or the school year to determine their proper 
sections.1 
The kind of mathematics test li54 items) given to the 5th 
graders in the spring for the future 6th grade program pcµ-allels 
the mathematics program. The scores will be tallied part by 
part, unit by uni t .  The next year • s teacher will be able t o  tell 
at a glance a given student• s deficiencies. Sub-groups will be 
a part of each class to help stud�nts with special mathematical 
problems. 
Junior High School \ 7 , 8 )  
A s  was stated earlier, the State had a demonstration center 
for the gifted at · the junior high school . Now the junior high 
still has a commitment to its gifted students .  
1 fhe three 5th grade teachers who have always had groupings 
wish to maintain their own program, so all in all out of the 
5th; grade teaching staff, 6 of 7 approve of some kind of grouping. 
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The 7th and 8th grades have the top and bottom skimmed off 
for special classes in mathematic s .  The other groups are 
heterogeneous. 
Language art s ,  especially in the 8th grade, allows for fu..ll 
groupings . Five teachers have one haJ_f 01· the 7th or 8th grade 
in the morning, then one halr in the afternoon. This time span 
allows for the teachers to work closely together and to group 
where necessary. Often students are grouped homogeneously for 
English grammar drills .  Social studie s  i s  taught heterogeneously 
in both the 7th and 8th grades. All in all, language ar.ts  
groupings are flexi ole ,  but homogeneous groupings are much more 
carefully drawn in the 8th grade rather than the 7th. 
For reading, a part of language arts ,  the 8th grade is much 
more grouped than the 7th grad e .  For the /th there are two high 
groups,  one in the morning and one in the afternoon, but these 
are not as homogeneously derined as the 8th grade . Also, the low 
group is less defined, more or a heterogeneity. The eighth 
grade has graduated homogeneous groups all the way down the line 
with much more difficult requirements in the highest class.  
�he junior high budget pays for testing of reading of the 6th 
grade at Je1·rerson and in the 7th to determine 8th grade 
reading groups .  
No doubt, the greater tendency t o  grouping in J ef1·erson 
tnew during the 19.17-/8 school year for reading, new during the 
1�78-7� school year for mathematics) will influence the groupings 
at the junior nigh school, according to both principals .  
The High School (�-12) 
It is difficult to talk 01· special classes for the best 
students when so many programs have been cut . A comparison of 
the 1977-78 high school catalogs and the 1974-75 one shows a loss 
of 30% or the courses, 133 to Y3 . �'ven those c ourses listed in 
the catalog are not guaranteed to appear on the actual class 
schedule .  Most courses need 12 students t o  justify their being 
taught . 1 So of these 93 courses, not all those appeared on the 
actual schedule ror 1977-78. 
Because · of efrorts to save money, the small courses were 
cut, just those courses which· would appeal to the special girted 
student . Two special courses 1·or the very best students were 
eliminated: Individual Research in Social Studies I and 
lndependent ��udy in English. 
The social studies course was · described as follows in the 
1974 high school catalog : 
Individual R�search is made available to mature seniors. 
It presents the opportunity to do research on some topic 
in which they are specifically interested. The research 
project may result in a written paper or some other planned 
outcome which has been approved by the instructor. In order 
to complete his project, the student develops his topic ,  
assumes responsibility for his research according to a pre­
determined schedule,  and presents his 1·indings or conclusion 
in some logical form. The course permits young adults to 
to apply the skills and interests they -have ��uir�d-in lL 
years of education to investigate a subject at his own �ate.  
According to a social studies instructor, it is  dif.ficul t in 
terms of budgets to justify a c ourse for 15 when other courses 
in the same area have to absorb 40 . 
±Basic co�lege preparatory courses are maintained no matter 
what the number, that is, courses in math and scienc e .  
I' 
The other special course for gifted students was Independent 
0tudy in English, so described in the 1�74 catalog: 
�tudents in Honors h'nglish are selected Dy teacher 
recommendation: and reading scores, with a�class limit or 
twenty. They .will be responsible for the basic work in 
�arly �nglish Literature the first semester and Romantic­
Victorian-Modern British £iterature the second. Their 
independent study pro j ects wi.1  be from any 01· these English 
literature perio d s .  Uni t s :  Independent study projects 
from Early �'nglish .Literature and 1·rom Romantic-Victorian­
Modern Hritish Literatur e .  
Happily one course remains which app�als t o  the creative 
stuaent , Creative Writing, taught mainly by Nell Wiseman. It 
is selective, 3 . 3  average' in prior hng.lish courses, but perhaps 
not quite as selective as the two above course s .  Neverthele s s ,  
because o f  its nature the very best will rise even in a · class 
with a certain amount of heterogeneity. The class is so 
described: 
Creative writing is designed to provide the capable and 
interested student an opportunity to express himselr in 
many different forms of writing. This course i s  an elective 
course limited to students who have a G . P . A .  o f  3 . 3  or oetter 
in the 1·irst three years of high school English. Uni t s :  1 poetry; short story; es say; play; filmwriting and produqtion. 
The results are obvious when one sees their poetry j ournal 
'.the .M.ind • s Eye and views the class-made films. ClearJ.y, the:.= 
creative .student has a chance to do well in this c.Lass .  
Languages are i n  short supply. Languages generally appeal 
to the best studen t s .  French i s  not on the schedul e . for next 
year . Spanish ( 3rd and 4th year) i s  offered during tne same class 
period. ·Latin I and lI remain at least for tne immediate future . 
The science and mathema�i c s  courses . nave stayed approximately 
the same since 1�74. Advanced classes c ontinue to select out the 
best studen t s .  
1 Ail tnree courses on 
.in'; Charleston High School� 
(mimeographed ) . 
pages 45 and 46 \O:f.· th1.:s . :paper� were describe< 
Curricuium Handbook, Ma:ccn 1�74. 
4'/ 
The scnool system has been examined in ·the three possible 
areas of gifted eaucation: groupings, acceleration, and 
enrichment. tTallaghe:J.. interestingly, in other words, places 
them toge"ther in listing objectives !'or making administrative 
changes Ior tne gi1'tea: ·· 
1 • 
2 .  
Reduce range or talent and achievement in a group 
to alLow the "teacher a better opportunity "to focus 
�is efforts.  Grouping. 
Reduce the amount of time that tne girted child, student 
and aault must spena in the total educational process. 
Acceleration. 
2 �ring the best prepared personnel into touch wi"th 
tnese students. Enrichment . 
1 Gallagher; · ·:reaching,· p;  2'(1. I h?-Ve ·added the �ords:  
grouping,<:acceleration, ana enricnment . �nrichment is broadly 
covered--in meaning a richer educational diet througn a well- · 
trained teacher. 
2.ttenry· .tt. Hill, (;hrm. ,  11The Preparation of 1•eacners for 
the Academica.ily Talented, " Tne Identi1·ication and Eaucation 
01· the Acao.em1cally Talentea Student in tne American Secondary 
Scnooi , James B. �onant, General Cnrm. tinvitational Conference 
on tne Academicaliy Talented �econdary �cnool l>upil , wasnington, 
D.C . ,  195H ) ,  pp. 1)0-i3l. For sucn teachers tnere snouid oe a 
"maximum of subject mai;ter and a minimum of method. �· 
U-EW�RAli 
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CH.AP'.rER Vll 
SUU-GESTIONS ]•QR IJ1l'ROVEMENT AND/OR E.x.PANSJ.ON 
O� U-J.FTED �RO�RAMS 
In the scope of this paper tne writer cannot suggest what 
i;o do in specil'ic areas . Administrative changes,  however, may 
be appropriate i;o suggest . Many iaeas were unearthed in inter-
views and library research, but only those recommendai;ions are 
listed whicn woula be of practical nelp to Uharleston' s  school 
system. 
une area to oe improved upon is  the area of articulation . 
At the oeginning or this project, the superini;endent warned the 
writer tnat the project would touch on i;he aelicai;e subject of 
articulation, recognized as a common problem by ooth teachers 
and administrators . Indeed, problems of articulation were 
o bvious in the study. Almost every time the word 0articulation" 
was even mentioned ,  there was a long embarrassed silenc e .  Most 
administrators and teachers agreed that between buildings the 
problem is especially bad. 
Articulation concerns the gifted because ir teachers and 
administrators complain or lack of articulation for the vast 
majority of students ,  then certainly it is  even worse for the 
few extremeJ.y bright students .  
An improvement in at least one facet or this problem has 
been the imaginative expansion of reading and mathematics groups 
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at Jefferson. In the past the best elementary lK-4j students 
were not encouraged to go beyond fourth grade subject matter 
before entering fifth grade . However, as it  now stands, even 
the very best students in math ematics and reading can· be- easily 
accommodated. 
A major part of the problem has been that there is no · 
longer an assistant superintendent to coordinate the curriculum. 
The curricul� council has little authority, according to . 
members and non-members . However, efforts are being made for 
better coordination. Both teachers and administrators are re-
ceptive to improvement in this direction. At a fall 1�78
.
sta..ff 
development meeting the problem of articulation i s  to be dealt 
with in detail. Other articulation meetings are to be scheduled 
too . 
In the recent needs assessment !·or the Illinois Problems 
Index. t Dr .  Ron Gholson, director) suggestions addressed to the 
number one ranked problem, ••communication Skills and Language 
Arts" included : section d.  "an analysis • • • should be accomplished 
(as to) the degree to which there i s  articulation among teaching 
stat·f members. 111 (italics mine) 
Both Ron Gholson of the Needs Assessment and Don Schaefer, 
principal of Carl sandburg/Lerna hope to have more exchange . 
teachers ( for a day or week) within the system for better 
understanding and .knowledge or what is happening in individual 
buildings. All teachers stressed the importance of lrn.owing the 
1 Ronald E. Gholson, "irector, lllinoi s  Problems Index Final 
Report (Uharleston, 1978 ) ,  p .  2 .  lMultilith) 
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background of what has been done and where ·the student is going 
or stated another way, finding out where the student is so that 
he can be taken as far as he can go. One wished for a narrative 
account 1·rom each teacher to determine exactly what each teacher 
covered. 
At least two interviewees cited K-6 social studies as the 
least articulated subject of all. Now teachers have too many 
options, too wide of choice in the selection of materials. 
�robably a textbook approach with good supplementary possi­
bilities rather than the present conceptual approach would 
help ease the problem. Teachers would lalow what to cover. 
At the regional con£erenc� Jay Stortzum, former state 
director �or the gifted and now principal of Arcola Elementary 
School, in his talk "What happens next year?" (a  talk about 
articulation of the gifted) suggested using a form for gifted 
similar to the lndividualized Education Program { lEP) now 
required for special education students .  That might b e  a good 
idea for articulation of gifted students but just that much more 
in the way of paper work ror overburdened t�achers.1 An 
adaptation of that might be ir several starf members would get 
together to plan a year ' s  program for a particularly gifted 
student . 2 
1 �·or a sample form of· IEP and background information on a 
gifted student (necessary information in planning) ,  see Appendix A, 
pp. 6� and 70. 
2Gallagher, Teaching, p. 272. 
Teacher training is another important area for improvement , 
that is, teacher training in gifted education. As mentioned 
before , there are conferences and workshops available for 
interested teachers.  Some of the special reimbursed funds are 
allocated for teachers attending such training. A teacher has 
to have submitted a pro j ect 1·or the gi1·ted for that specific 
year to attend the workshop or c onference .1 As many as five in 
Charleston have taken SUIIllDer institutes or college courses, 
relating to the gifted. Many others have attended 1 to 2 day 
workshops or conference s .  I t  is 01· utmost importance that 
teachers be trained in this area to gain the necessary skills 
and self-confidence .  
The University of lllinois formerly had several courses 
in gifted education and even offered a major in that area when 
James Gallagher was on the staff. Now, during a given year, 
there might be no course offering at all in gifted education. 
Perhaps more courses will be offered again since the University 
of Illinois is now the 1�78-79 agent for the regional office . 
Eastern offers one such course taught by �arl Doughty called : 
Gifted and Creative Students .  I t  has been taught during the 
summers for the past 8 or � years. 
That is, to get released time and to receive expenses. 
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SPEClFlC SUGG�STlONS--ELEMENTA.H.Y 
Mini-courses 
One year at Carl Sandburg school a number of mini-courses 
were tried, e . g . ,  courses in German and stitchery. Perhaps next 
year at Mark Twain mini-courses might be offered by teachers and 
volunteer parents .  Mini-courses are just an expansion o f  the 
learning center approach but in this way involving a whole school. 
In such a way the gifted could be grouped inconspicuously for 
special enrichment. 
At the regional conrerenc� a teacher from one of the Peoria 
schools mentioned using this approach for every Friday afternoon. 
Everyone had enrichment at the same time. When the gifted from 
many classes were siphoned off into a separate group, no one 
noticed. 
Rockford, �llinois, spo�sors mini-courses six weeks long 
for the gifted during the summer with each mini-course lasting 
only two weeks. Courses are offered in math.ematics, science, f'oreign 
. 1 
languages, psychology, - and drama. 4UO students were involved. 
There was also a reference to  mini-courses being offered during 
the school year too . 
When the Charleston school district during an economic 
crisis had a shortened school day to save money ( school dismissed 
at 1 : 30 p.m.  daily) ,  the writer of this paper organized two 
smail classes for both of her school age children with other 
1The age group was not mentioned. Source was the October 
newsletter rrom Region l I ,  �orthern Illinois University. 
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parents and tneir children. une group of pupils was particularly 
"gifte d . 0  Those children were taught by parent experts ,  several 
of whom were Hastern Illinois University faculty, in science , 
�pani sh, social studies and art . The writer taught social 
studies for one clas s ,  sociai studies and German for the other. 
The six week ' s  experiment in mini-courses was successful . The 
children 1·e1 t genuinely sad about returning to a 1·u11 day of 
large classes in regular school . Such classes c ould be similarly 
organized t o  involve many children of the community, including 
gifted. children as well. 
l!.'nrichment 
A group of schools, School Distri<?t i·10 in the Chicago Heights 
suburb , has an excellent enrichment program for grade s  4-8. Stu­
dents are selected on the basis of teacher recommendations ( for 
intelligence and creativity ) ,  national achievement tests tfor 
intelligence ) . and a special school-prepared test ( for intelligence 
and creativity) . The gif"ted pupil s " in . .a given school ·ana .grade are 
grouped together in the same track but with other students t o o .  
�ing a given six weeks' period, the gifted students . will - miss 2 
periods a .w eek of a given su·b j e c t ,  e . g . ,  mathematic s ,  for 
" enrichment" which consists of independent study with proper 
guidance . 1 Pupils may work alone or together but do the .· 
independent work 1·o:r a ·9ontractual evaluation. 2 For the 
younger pupils, these c ontracts are written by the gifted 
coordinator or an intere sted teacher. Later the student designs 
h i s  own . 3  The contract i s  evaluated by the gifted coordinator 
and other teachers and by the student himself. If the 
1 Appendix A ,  page 7 1 .  
2 Appendix A , page 72 . 
3 Appendix A · , page 73 . 
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student does not live up t o  standards or is .having difi'icul ty in 
his regular c+asses, he i s  placed back into his regular class. 
He can be admitted for a later six weeks' time block if con-
ditions are favorable .  
This kind of program needs a special gifted coordinator who 
has the released time to work with these students in the various 
school buildings. The gi1'ted program in each school uses a 
vacant room in the building, usually a resource center. 1 Perhaps 
such a program could be implemented in the Charleston school 
system with the principals acting as the coordinators· .of such 
'' enrichment" contract s .  
The same elementary schools in Chicago Heights also off e r  
a summer enrichment program to all students ,  gifted and others, 
on a tuition basis--$30 for the summer. By opening their program 
to all during the summer, g2od public relations are created. 2 
1 These elementary schools give special attention to their 
gifted students .  It i s  however of interest to note that the very 
high school where these students will attend i s  given generally 
a poor evaluation. Even. a course such as basic physics can only 
be taught ir 20 sign up ror it . 
2Adrienne Ulsen, Robert Newgard, and Samuel .Maselli ,  "A Few 
Ideas and �lans for Gifted Programs " :  an elaborate description 
of· the enrichment program at the Chicago Heights e lementary schools 
in a dittoed booklet by the coordinator and : two teachers .  Also 
they have published a book: Adrienne Olsen, Robert N ewgard, and 
Samuel Maselli, How to Get Out of an Egg without Cracking the 
Shell (Oak Lawn, Ill . :  Ideal School Supply Co . ,  1�78) .  
S�EClFIU SUGGESTIUNS�-S�CONDAHY 
Because of various program cutback� Charleston High School 
is not able to offer to its best students the wide range of 
courses that once were available, especially in the humanitie s .  
But Eastern Illinois University, located in Charleston, has the 
facilities and bureaucratic arrangements to allow high school 
students to attend courses while still in high school; 
High School Students :  Students who have completed the 
junior· year in a recognized high school, who have twelve 
acceptable units, who rank in the upper twenty-five per 
cent of their high school class, and who have the 
recommendation of their principal may apply to take not 
more than six semester ·hours during the summer term 
preceding their senior year in a high school and not 
more than three ::semester ... hours i:n ·a regular .semester 
during their senior year in high school . Credits which 
the student earns under this arrangement are held in 
e scrow and later applied toward graduation at Eastern 
Illinois University. 
The high school allows these courses either to be taken for 
college credit or high school credi t .  
According t o  conversations at the high school both last 
year and this year the number of Charleston High School students 
taking courses at Eastern has not been more than a total 01· ten 
a year at the very most . This number is f'airly accurate because 
a student nas to get permission 1·rom the principal to take 
courses. The number, top 25 per cent l of course this number is 
1·ar beyond . " gifted 0 ) ,  cou.Ld be as many as around 12U if juniors 
and seniors all took advantage of the opportunity. Perhaps the 
very brightest could even be given permission to enter earlier. 
Dr. Marian Shu1·f1 s son wno is. highly gifted in mathematics · . .  
took advanced math courses at the University of Kansas while 
1Eastern lllinois University Genera.L Catalog 1977 & 1�7�, 
p .  46 . 
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still a sophomore in high schoo l .  
So far generalities about the academic program have been 
discussed, now for some specif.ic course of1·erings. 
Foreign languages �s a low incidence program at the high 
school. .. Conant thinks every high �chool. should offer ·3rd and· 
. 1 4th years of the language no matter how few students enroll . 
Spanish is  available 1·or third and fourth year in the high school, 
but no other languages at these level s .  Extra language students 
would be no problem at Eastern, because numbers of students 
enrolled in college languages are low, so room is available . 
Students who studied languages in depth at the high school level 
would have great advantages when they got to college. Students 
could even opt for German, , �'rench or Russian, not taught in the 
high school. 
Higher mathematics courses, such as calculus, could be offered 
to mathematics student s . at Eastern since these courses are not 
offered at:_ the high school . 
A university can serve the wider c ommunity through regular 
college courses, �pened up t o . high school students,  or special 
courses created for high school student·s . . or younger .studerj.ts ;  
1·or gifted students �  or for the §l.Verage students. 2 
1 J ames B. Conant, The Comprehensive High School {New York: 
McGraw Book Company, 1�67 ) ,  p .  51 . 
2Eastern Illinois University has begun to structure summer 
cou:q:;es open to all high school students. A course o!"fered 
during the summer of 1�78 was called "Computer Math for High 
School Students , "  taught July 11-August 3 and available through 
the continuing education department .  Lake Land College too 
· ofrered a series of metric system courses for even younger 
students during the summer 01· 19'{8. 
Seven or eight years ago Eastern Illinois University offered 
Project Uollege-Bound to high school students from a nine 
county area even for those as young as having just completed 
the eth grade through the senior year. It was open to all, 
not restricted to gifted, but mostly gifted participated. The 
students paid a nominal fee . Eastern allowed the high school 
students to audit regular college courses and also designed a 
special curriculum 1·or high school students in art , the 
humanities, and academic subjects. This project lasted two 
years. 
Also at this same time a nine county wide fine arts 
program was offered to high school age students .  Both Project 
College-Bound ·and the fine arts program had funds from Title 
3 {federal project) and gifted !·unds · from the State of Illinois. 
Dr. Robert Shuff' ·had'. a .proposal dire9tly. reiated to_ the 
area' s  gifted ·  stude:p.t s .  · · ·He wanted · area high schools to send 
their top 10 per cent of students to East-em during· -the summer 
ai·ter their sophomore year. These students could register for 
a full complement of regular college course s ,  no special courses 
geared for high school students, unlike Project Uollege-Bound · · 
which allowed high school st{ident� only. to . aud�.t:. r�gular .college 
courses. If the high schools wanted to give high school credit 
for the classe s ,  i t  would be up to them. If the student during 
the initial summer was succ.essful , he would be invited back 
for the next summer after his junior year. This credit would 
be held in escrow. At the end of his senior year, he would 
be automatically admitted. 
In Traverse City, Michigan, at Northwestern Michigan 
Uollege, a junior col�ege, a special enrichment program was 
off"ered to the area• s gifted students, ages �-1' .  The program 
was to  be presented the summer of 1Y78 ror· the first time . 
!tegistration cut-off was for June :JU . As of June 20, .LY'lB, 
the o:rt·ice in charge ( Community Service Di vision) stated that 
the numbers were su1·1·icient to  have the program. Children to 
qualify had to rank in the upper five per cent of the student 
population, as measured by standardized tests.1 
The :following courses were o:ffered: 2 
Aquatic Ecology Aug. 1-1?, ages 9-13, $3' 
Investigating Mathematical Interests, Ju.Ly 24-Aug. 4 ,  �-12 , $45 
Science investigations, July :51-Aug. 4 ,  �-12, $2U 
Exploring Computers and Their Uses, July 17-July 24, 11-14, $25 
Field Botany, July 17-Aug. 4 ,  11-�5, �45 
�urveying and Mapping, July 17-21, 1)-lb, $25 
1 1  did not get all the identi:fication aata, nor did I get 
the material sent to high school counselors and principals .  
I was mainly interested in the :fact that such a program exists. 
2�ee Appendix A,  pp. ? 4-·19 ·for .:further J.-nfC?r�at�on about 
tnis enrichmen-c program for gi.tted children. -
In summary, the writer has tried to  identify all programs 
relating to the gifted in Charleston. These programs have in­
cluded the Illinois special reimbursed program seen from a 
local, regional and statewide perspective . Al.so, otner programs 
at the local level wnicn servic e  the girted, either through 
acceleration, enrichment or special groupings t even ir only 
peripherally related to the gi1·tea) were examined : K-4, 
Jeff·erson, the junior high school and the senior high school . 
Finally, several suggestions for improvement and expansion 
were made based on ooservations by administrators, coordinators, 
university professors, and 1·rom library res.earch. 
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APP�ND1X A 
MATfilUALS MENTIONED IN S'.l'UDY 
Dorothy L .  Swartzbaugh 
61 Robert Shuff, Advisor 
The category "gifted" in the State of Illinois includes those 
endow�d richly in academic ,  creative , leadership, psycho-motor skills,  
or talent in visual and performing arts. The task of a school system 
is to find these talented individuals .1 Presently in the State of 
Illinois there are limited funds to be used for the gifted. Since 
1964 the local district has had approximately $5000 to $6000 per 
year for gifted students .  This year the legislature cut back state 
allocations locally on a statewide basis, and Charleston will 
receive only $4000 in gifted fund s .  
This money can b e  used for curriculum planning, special 
consultants and instructional materials.  These funds cannot be 
used for additional pay to the school district ' s  regular staff. 2 
The following teachers have been given reimbursement funds 
for the school year, 1977-78: 
Mark Twain--Mrs. Elliott, White,  Brannon, Johns, Compton, 
and Krehbiel in individualized programs for 
language arts and math 
Lincoln--Miss Walton--poetry in the 4th grade 
Jefferson--Mr. Barrette--re,?ponsibility educat.l,on through 
an examination of the court system 
Mrs. Curran and Mrs . Ashby--photography project 
The Junior High School 
Mrs. McCabe--career development 
1The identification of the academically gifted in Charleston 
seems to me particularly difficult since the district had· to cut 
in previous years the national achievement tests because of the 
di strict ' s  budget problems. 
2However, if some of these staff members assumed additional duties 
for Saturday morning classes for the gifted ( if such classes were 
to exist ) , then they or outside consultants could be paid on a 
consultant basi s .  
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The Junior High School ( continued ) 
Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Sherwood-­
preservation of local history through 
interviews with senior citizens 
2 
These teachers applied for funds during the spring of 1977 
for a year ' s  project.  
The above liste.d teachers are part of an official gifted 
program in the Charleston School District . However, many teachers 
who are not reimbursed work with the gifted as a regular part of 
their teaching, e . g . ,  individualized learning levels at the 
elementary level and honors English at the high school. 
My task is twofold. 
1) I plan to survey the present program for the gifted at all 
grade levels.  I am interested in all types of programs for the 
gifted, the special reimbursed programs as well as all others. 
To pursue this task, I will interview staff at all levels: 
the superintendent, all the principals and assistant principals 
and as many of the teachers as possibl e .  Primarily, I will be 
working under the close supervision of June Bouknight, Special 
Projects Coordinator for the distri c t .  
2 )  Finally, on the basis or my evaiua�ion, which will include 
recommendations f�om the staff and research of my own into gifted 
programs elsewhere , I hope to be able to suggest some specific 
proposals for a program for gifted children at all grade levels 
in the Charleston School District , not necessarily dependent on 
state funds. It is of utmost importance that gifted children be 
identified as early as possible and that , after they have been 
identified, they can be assured of appropriate programs as long 
as they attend our public schools .  
Checklist used in Charleston District lJune Stark helped prepare 
this form) 
SELECTION O� INT�L�CTUALLY TALENTED 
Name Grade Date 
Schoo..-�.--����������Teacher 
��������� 
Combinations of some of the following characteristics are usually 
apparent in intellectually talented students .  Please check as 
applies to the student. 
1 • Curious 
a. Often watches activities 
intently 
b .  Often asks questions such as 
"Why • •  ?" "How • •  ?" and "What 
would happen if • •  ?" 
c .  Inquires about the purpose 
and �unction or things 
2.  Perceptive 
a.  Points out similarities and 
differences in events, people 
and objects. 
b .  Observes more details than 
others his age 
c .  Points out problems others do 
not notice 
3 .  Works independently 
a.  Requires minimum adult direct­
ion or attention when working 
on activity 
b .  Finds solutions through a 
variety of resources, not de­
pending solely on an adult 
c .  Asks questions when information 
doesn ' t  seem logical 
4 .  Has advanced reasonings skills 
a. �xplains ideas logically 
b.  Orfers possible consequences 
or a given situation 
c .  Can explain simple unexpected 
results 
5 .  Solves problems 
a. When faced with a problem, uses 
a variety of resources to find 
a solution 
b .  Combines ideas and materials 
in numerous ways to solve a 
problem 
Frequent-
Always , ly · seldom . Never 
( 
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Identification Procedures -- Charleston 
Three criteria needed per gifted pupil 
Poetry For �ourth Graders - Walton 
1 .  Reading placement checklist , Holt 
Rinehart Reading �rogram 
2 .  Gates-ivicGini tie reading test 
3 .  Teacher checklist 
Must be at level 9 ,  
9-1-'(7 
Must score 2 . 0  on 
Gates-McGinitie test 
':J-1-77 
Must possess 6 or 12 
characteristics on 
teacher checklist 
Students must pass 2 of 3 
Career Development-Jr. High l 'fth Grade) - McCabe 
1 .  Sf{A short test of educational 
ability 
2 .  SRA assessment survey-blue level 
3 .  Teacher checklist 
Top 5� will be 
identified--12 chosen 
Pro ,j ect Sr . Citizen In1·ormant-Jr. High (8th Grade) - Thompson 
1 • SRA Short test of educational 
ability 
2 .  SRA assessment survey 
Form F, green level 
3 .  Teacher checklist 
Sherwood 
ST�A 119-143 
SRA 1 0 . 1  or above 
score of 2U 
Mark Twain :  Language Arts - .Mathematics K-4 
1 .  SRA Short �est of educational 
ability 
2 .  SRA Achievement Test in Reading 
and .Mathematics 
j. Teacher checklist 
120 
1 year above actual 
grade placement 
20 
Teacher judgment 
65 
Jef1·erson 6th grade-visual literacy -Curran, Ashby 
1 .  SRA Assessment survey 
2 .  �eacher checklist 
3 .  Ehotographic evaluation 
instrument 
�Ot.h percentile 
50% or better 
40% or better 
::>TEA 8tandardized Test of Educational Achievement 
::>RA 8cience Research Associates 
Jt.,me 1 2 ,  1 9 7 8  
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Il linois Council for the Gifted 
2 3 1  Grey Avenue 
Evanston , I l linois 
6 0 2 0 2  
Dear Friend of Gifted Children: 
Wednesday June 2 1 ,  1 9 7 8 ,  at the State Capitol in Springfield, 
the Illinois Council for the Gifted will be holding a "Legislative 
Visibility Day" in support of funding for gifted programs in House 
Bill 2 6 3 2 .  The purpose o f  this event will b e  to contact members -of 
the I l l inois State Senate to encourage th'3ir support of -appropria­
tions in H�2632 for special programs fer: ��ifted children . in the 
pu�l ic schools of I l J_inoic .  At the F-�.-�:'::?.-;�t t.;zr:e the I l linois Council 
fo�:· the Gifted is re1::c;nmer.ding that fc-ur ;.1illio11 do:lars . to. appro­
priated for reimbursement to local school districts making special 
provisions for gifted children . It is also recommending that· one 
million dollars be appropriated for gifted area service centers to 
provide technical assistance to such school districts . .  This event 
i.s a �·ep).i..c:ation of a simJ:v::lr d·"?.Y t},r�t Wil.:! helc1 May 17th when the 
concentratJ.on was on members oi: the House of Rt;pres�ntatives • . . 
To make this .event successful, i t  i s  important that parents and 
teachers representing a l l  areas of the state participate . 
The plan for the day i s  as follows : 
. . 
1 .  Everyone participating in the event should report to the statue 
in the center of the Capitol Rotunda on June 2 1 ,  1 9 7 8  at 9 : 00 AM .  
2 .  They will be met at the statue by a person wearing a badge stat­
ing ''Support Gifted Fund " .  That person will direct them to a 
meeting room in the vicinity where there will be a short meeting 
instructing participants on how to locate and contact the 
legislators targeted . 
3 .  After a day of campaigning , all participants will report back to 
a meeting site for a debriefing. 
If you cannot participate in this event yourself , we hope that 
you will get others of similar persuasion to participate . Minimally 
everyone should be encouraged to write the governor and their state 
senator between now and June 3 0 th in support of gifted funding in 
HB2 6 3 2 . 
Meet us at the statue in the center of the rotunda at 9 : 0 0  ·AM on 
June 2 1 s t .  If you have any questions concerning this communication , 
call me at 312-763-8252. 
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The I l l inois Gifted Program 
1 9 7 7 - 7 8  
· I .  Ma j o r  Components :  
9 Area Service Centers 
4 1 5  Loc a l  School D i stricts participating (Chicago runs 
3 5 0  separate programs, but counts as 1 LEA d i strict 
in the above count) 
2 State S t a f f  pro f e s s iona l s  
- 1 Adv i s o ry Coun c i l  with statutory authority o v e r  the 
program 
I I .  S tudent Dat a :  
I l l inoi s ' K - 1 2  popu lation 
- Top 5% 
Ident i f i ed g i fted students i n  
participating d i stricts 
U I . Fun.ding : 
- Rei mbu r s ement to LEA d i s tr i c t s  
- A r e a  Service C e n t e r  contracts 
(yearly appropriation by 
the �tate l e g i s lature) 
I V .  Legislative Ba s i s :  
2 , 2 2 3 , 764 
1 1 1 , 189 
7 8 , 0 6 5  
$ 2 . 1  m i l l ion 
$ 6 3 0 , 000 
A r t i c l e  14A o f  the School Code of I l l i n o i s  
Rules a n d  Regu l ations To Govern the Admin i stration 
and Operation o f  G i fted Education Reimbursement 
Programs 
V. Prog ramma t i c  Dat a :  
E l ementary programs 
- High School programs 
combination 
Category o f  Gi ftedness 
General i n t e l l e c t u a l  ab i li ty 
Specific academic aptitude 
Creativity 
Leadership 
Visual and performing arts 
P s ychomo tor 
2 50 
6 2  
1 0 3  
Numb e r  o f  Proyrams 
, 2 7 9  
. 2 7 8  
1 5 3  
68 
1 2 0  
3 9  
. .  
A portion o f  the LEA program coordinator ' s  s a l a ry 1s pa i d  
f o r  with state funds i n  1 6 9  o f  the participating d i s t r icts . 
. -
o · 
Instruction Area: 
Goal Statement: 
Condition Behavior 
O"\ 
'° 
. 
: 
IEP 
Snn1ple Foi":n 
Student's Name: 
Implementer's Name: 
SHORT-TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
, 
. . 
Criteria 
( 
,. 
Special Media 
& Materials Ev al ua tion/Schcd ule 
{ 
.. 
: 
Date Objccti .. 
Mastcr�d 
l 
. I 
Type of Referral: Pote�tial 
. . . . . 
: . ·. 
Eligi.bl� Gifted Program: Yes . · · .. : .·: .. · 
P.E..�smr FO� REFER.Q.>.L : ��ttis!..lS�-..,. was !:eferred by his thi:::-d grade te3.ch�r who 
is interest<::d in a:1rolling him i."l the gifted prograri. She fel t an ev�lc�'.:ion was 
need:d to c�t�e if ���� qu�lified and had the potential to benefit from the 
p�ogrcn. • 
a;cKG�omm I�i'FO�·!ATION : At this tine there is little in formation available concerr.ing 
��"'}!a fmily b�ckground. 1\ccording to �2:.:J.l.&� he has five brothers , two clear 
· <'�"ld tirre2 you::.sar, ?-r:C. th.rea sisters two olcar a.�d or.e younc;er. c::'3f:.:'"'.:�� 
�1;���t,r���;!.E@�'E:�iS14f����� llo othar 
L"lformation was available at this tirae and if it is available lat�r and is pertinent 
to future it will be sent in an additional report .  
PSYCEOLOGiCAL TBS'I'S l\DSINISTERED: ·-
PilESE�4T PSYC!iOLOGICAL 'i'ESTS : 
. .. · ·  
... . · . 
. . . . 
·. 
.; .. " . 
I . I 
. I 10-4-77 Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised Verbal IQ: 127 Perforr:lance IQ: 
Full Scale IQ: 
Wide Range Achiever:\ent Test Reading grade equivalent : 6 . 5  
Arithr:\etic grade equivalent :. 5 . 0  
House-Tree-Person Test 
129 
131 
.. = .. · I . 
DISCUSSiml :  {Z-';� is a right handed ave�age sized boy with freckles and blonde 
hair. He has blua eyes , .docs not wear glasse s , and has no ob��rvabl e physical defBcts. 
j 0-uring the evaluatio�..:;:::-:i;-1� appeared to be calm and quiet . At ti..'71es he gave an 
I · indication of being somewhat negative and ap=thetic with the examiner . It is felt that 
j �jf�� did try and this is a valid estimate of his prase:1t intel l ec tual functior. ing. 
I 
I ·  tm!��t3'T�tn! is presen�y functioning in the superior range o f  intellectual ability. Ee has 1�0 significa..-1t differences r.oted bet•,1een his verb::t l ar.d perfor.:uncc skills. His intra-s�test scatter appears to be greatest with�n the verbal area 
rcnging from lows in hi s reasoning a�d vocabulary skil ls to highs in arith..�et ic . None 
of t..�ese skill s fall below the average range and are not felt to be true weaknesses. 
� appears to be achieving in accorcanc-e with his pre ..; ent abil ity . !ic has good 
word atte!ck skills resul�i�g in a· mid si:xth gr.:!.de reading l<:•;el . Iiowever, his 
co::iprehension is bel ieved not that high . In a:dth.";letic �;::-,;-� is working at t'he fifth 
g�ace level ·,1i th an ability to co all the b�sic processes. It was no ted , ho•.,;ever c:1at 
t':�� <locs not :.:.�dersta�d all of the proc esses. He can arriv� at an ans·.-1<.?r b'.l� 
coes not u�d�rsta�c t...�3t nultiplication as a short cut for aad�tion. In working 
n..:ltiplication p�cblews he will add th�\\ i!1 his head or on his fingers to arrive at 
_, .. .. _ ... ,, .. I ... -:- -- - ....... � ··-:-- ""· e -·· ..... -:-··· -··- • •  .._ � - .  ·.-• . 
�he correct ar.swar . It is felt that possibly he has not be�n cxr.oscd to the 
facts and ?recess as adequ ate! y. lie <lo'2s unuerstand numbers and how thi;:y work at this 
point. It is f�l t hn coul::l bem:fit fron r.:ore work in th::? basic facts end sk il l s • 
. · Er:totionall�� ap;::>�2XS to be so::iewhat negative; due to a lo t of pr!?ssure 
he feels is b�ing ?Ut u�...on hLq. Althocg� he is capable of handling this pressure it 
2ppaars th?.t he is not bce:l given a ch:ir.ce to d :;velop nOl"T':lally in soci<:!l c;r<:as. iie f 
a lot of press�e to achieve acad��ically and int�llectua l l y ,  pakticularly frora his 
hor.e envi=or-�ent. It is ::<:!1 t at this tir:l2 that .;::z.w;:�-. probl;;w:i ar� not s2rio'..ls 
in nature :i.�d are nore sit\;;itional. An understanaing of his need to dcvulo:> bo'.:h 
cnotio:i:tl ly and soc ial ly in areas outside of the ac:id�':1ic5 by his par!'.::!1ts will allcv; 
ouch of his problE:I!l .  
� 
t-
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Dis.  l'(U Enrichment .Program 
Student-�eacher Contract 
IT TAKES MORE TRAN SQUAHES TO MA.KE THE WORJ...D 
.Name 
urade Date to be completed 
------� ������������� 
1 wish to sign up for the contract on geometry which will 
meet every with • Upon completion 
of this contract 1 will have met the rollowing objectives: 
1 .  Have made a geometry dictionary and learned many geometric terms. 
2 .  Have made a geometric jigsaw puzzie.  
� .  Made several geometric solid forms and learned how to calculate 
surface areas and volumes. 
ln order to meet the above objectives, I will complete the following: 
1 .  �ist the geometric words to be defined such as perimeter, ---
triangle, hexagon, rhombus, trape.zoid, cylinder, geodesic 
dome, pentagon, etc . ,  etc . 
---2 .  Make a geometry dictionary defining the terms and 
illustrating them. 
� .  Construct 1·ive or more di:tferent solid geometric i"orms ---
and 1·ind out how to ca1cu1ate the sur1·ace area and the 
volume. 
4 .  Make a j igsaw puzzle so that when the pieces are put ---
together, they form a geometric figure. Put the pieces 
in a box with the solution to the puzzle and other 
in1·ormation about the 1·igure such as how to calculate 
its area and what the geometric f·igure could oe used 
ror lbuilding bridges, etc . ) .  
S�UDENT �IGNA�URB 
Date I 
objectives or the above contract .  
I learned: 
TEA�.HER �IGNATURE 
meet all the 
(did or did not ) 
i feel that r·rom this contract 
'/3 
Di::S) � Y(J::� c�·n 
r'\. __ ,... -··-·-· ··-�·--
Y!�th nEO ::· ·  e:h•i.fd .. u� t.��ch!?r, 
_ _  .__,___.,...,..,.. w ... - - . � - - - twr  • -
contract r 'J:i..1 1  !-Ji,•e ..:!t ch� f.>11.:h» � -� ,: bj.e:ctives : 
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Date 
·---- �--.---.--, � -- .-. - - -
r -�·-··---� -- -
-------�-, • .  J<l1�; <lido t t) ttcet ell tt:e cbjC'<:.tl· .. ·�:; of this 
�ontr.:ict. I feel th�t f:-o·!ll !.his t.o:;t t: <lct I l\;DtGe>:5.: 
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June 2, 1978 
Dear Parent s :  
Your c h i l d ,  named above , has been ident i fi e d  uy your school as a candidate 
for a summe r program for the academi cally t a l e n t e d .  Northwestern Michi gan 
College i s  offering several classes e s p e c i a l l y  designed for academically 
talented youth--ages 9 - 1 5 .  These workshops w i l l  b e  conducted by 
Northwestern Michigan College and wi 11 provide an opportunity for yo�1r 
c h i l d  to . expand his/her knowledge. The a t tach&d bro�hure wi l l  give you 
the necessary information including instrucLor ' s  name , course d e s c r i p t i on ,  
fee structure and a form for registration. 
Please review the brochure with your c h i l d  and decide whether you want L o  
be come involved. If you do d e c i d e  to regi s t e r , p l e a s e  comp l e t e  the 
regist ration form and send i t  to the co l l eg e .  
Th i s  program i s  one o f  several for the g i fted and talented w e  would l i ke 
to develop within t h e  a r e a .  
I� you have any questions, please cont a c t  M r s .  Barbara Raehl , Northwe s t ern 
Michi gan College, 946-5650, Ext . 4 1 7 .  
Megan H .  Obe r l i n ,  Chairman 
Commi t t e e  ou th� Gi fted and Tal .·nt t>J 
Trave r s e  C i t y  Publ i c  Schoo l s  
7 5  
E G I S T R A T I O N  
Students may register for one or more of these activities . Tuition must be 
paid in full in order to have a place reserved . Registration deadline i s  
1: 3 0  p . m . ,  June 30 �  1 9 7 8 .  · 
Question s ?  lf so , please call Barbara Raehl , 946-5650 , extension 4 1 � .  
------------�---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - --------------
REGISTRATION IN ACTIVITIES FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED 
r1ease enroll me in the follpwtng activity (ies): 
__ I. Aquatic Ecology- August 1 - August 1 5  
__ I I .  Investigating Mathematical Interests- July 24 - August 4 
__ HI.Science InvesUgations-August 2 - August 6 
__ W .  ?:xpl9rlnCjl Computers & Their µsea- July 17  - July 24 
�-V. ft�lcJ 13otany - July 1 7  - (\ugust 'l 
__ y�. �u·rv�yin<j 9nd M�ppin9 ... July 1 7  - July 2 1  
NAME��---�...-�---------------------------
�DO�ts� �--����-,-������������--
rarent or GuqrgtRn'� phope during d�y !f different from 
�J;>oy1 P\JfPP�r · · · 
· . .  ' . .  , . " . 
fJ9Mf �<?rf P.9r ��p q¥Qf. i�tL (f�U ��7�) --------
M�U H��� r�yt slr�tfon form with check or money order to: 
· · · · Northwestern Mlchigan College 
Community Service l;)tvtston 
1 7 0 1  f:a�t fron� Street 
Tr�vene Ci tr, ¥J 1�684 
P a g e  5 
.... . · . 
. , / _ .. 
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N O RTHWESTERN M ICHIGAN COLLEGE 
J Corriniurrity Col/t9e 
TRAVERSE CITY, .MIClllGAN 
4 8 • • •  
'/ 
hwestern Michigan College i s  offering six activities designed especially for 
ed young people (those who rank i n  the upper five percent of the student pop­
tion , a s  mea sured by standardized tests) . 
dents receiving this information have been identified as being above average by 
res on comprehensive tests of basic skills and/or by their teachers . 
AQ U A T I C  E C O L O G Y  
Dates: August !-August 15 ;  Tuesday & Thursday , two weeks; Monday & Tuesday , one week 
Time: 9 - l l a .  m .  (see description for lab/field trip times) 
Room: Science Building Room 1 1 3  
Instructor: Bill �uhn 
1 Ages: 9 - 1 3  
Cost: $ 3 5  (includes 2 0  hours of instruction ,  materials and field trips) 
Maximum Enrollment: l 5 
Activity De scription: 
The Grand Traverse area i s  blessed with thousands of acres of beautiful 
freshwater lakes and streams . This i s  an introductory study of these 
aquatic ecosystems .  Through field trips to Lake Michigan, sand dunes , 
Ske9�mo9 Lake wetlands are a ,  and selected locations around Grand Traverse 
Bay , H•ere will be an opportunity to directly observe many of the ecological 
inter-relationships typical of lak e s . rarttc1pants will observe and discuss 
the ecosystems . Class sessions will be on: 
Tuesday , August l 9 - 1 1  a .  m .  Clas sroom 
Thursday , Augu$t 3 9 a .  m .  -3 p .  m .  field Trip (bring a sack lunch) 
Tuesda y ,  August 8 9 - 1 1 : 3 0  a . m .  Lab 
Thursday, August l 0 9 a .  m .  - 1  p .  m .  field Trip (bring a sack lunch) 
Monday, August 1 4  9 - 1 1 : 3 0  a . m .  Lab 
Tuesday, August 1 5  9 a . m . - 1 2 noon Field Trip (bring a sack lunch) 
Transportation from the College provided for field trips . [Mr. Kuhn earned 
a Bachelor of Science Degree from Ohio State University and a Master's 
Degree i n  Aquatic Biology from Central Michigan University . He has 1 4  
years' tea�h1n9 experience . ]  
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1 N V E S T J G A T J N G  M A T H E M A T I C A L  I N T E R E S T S  
Dates: July 24 - August 4; Monday thru Friday ,  two weeks 
Time: 9 a .  m .  - l 2 noon 
Room: Science Building Room 1 1 3 
Instructor: Dianne Ii .  Lyons 
Ages: 9 - 1 2  
Cost: $45  (includes 30  hours of instructio� s ,  materials and field trips) 
Maximum Enrollment: 1 5  
Activity Description: 
This course will be designed around the individual interests of the 
students enrolled--those with the gift of superior mathematical ability . 
Each student will have a dance to share his " mathematical hobby" with 
the rest of th� clas·s . Off campu s ventures are a possibility. By sharing 
his or her interest, abilities and aspirations with their peers , all wui 
grow in lcnowled9e and enthusia s m .  [Mrs . Lyons earned a Bachelor' � 
I 
Degree in Mathematics at Eastern Michi9an University and a Master's 
in Mathematics f;ducation at Central Mjchigan University. She has 
taught all levels of students for seven years and has been the State 
Chairman for the Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathematics Junior 
High/Middle School Matflematic;:s Competition 1Q" three years . She i s  
currently a teacher i n  ih� Traverse cay public 5cflools t n  mathematic s .  1 
�I •. S C I E N C E  I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  
i / · () /l-r,,1a.. ,f. Dates: ·A1u0uO ii ;\Ml•st f'; tyfo�day thru Friday, one wee)c � 3 l - , , -D / 
J 
Ti me: 9 - 1 1  a . m .  
Room: Science Building Room 207 (Physica Lab) 
Instructor:· Sid Rudolph 
Ages: 9 - 1 2  
Cost: $20  (includes ten hours of instruction and lab materials) 
· Maximum Enrollment: l S 
· 
Activity Description: 
Jn this program the students will be exposed to a variety of activities 
from chemi stry and physics . Students will enJoy participating in & 
variety of acUvitie� which y.rill phew some of th� f�n and f�scinatin9 
46pects of llCi�n.ce . WU� include; . 
fflysice 
J • i;x'1m1nat1on of waves 
a) transverse (U9ht, spectra , stars) 
l:>) longitudinal (�oupd, pthers) 
c) examples 
2 .  Chcff�cteristics of electric cturrent 
a) volta9e , resistance, etc.  
J:>) heatin� and elecf.r!cal work 
Chemistry 
l • Chemical processes 
a) physical, cnemical 
b) rates 
[Mr. Rudolph earned a Bachelor' s Deyree in Chemistry from the University 
of Pennsylvania and a Master' s from the University of Michigan. He has 
been on the Colle<]e faculty since l 9 7 0 ,  teacntn9 physics , chemistry and 
mathematlc;J cour��s . J 
PnnP ? 
·1s 
E X P L O R I N G  C O M P U T E R S  A N D  T H E I R  U S E S 
Dates; July 1 7  - July 24; Monday thru Fridqy, two weeks 
Time: · 1 0 : 3 0  a . m .  - 1 2; 3 0 p . m .  
Room; Science Builqing Room 16 
Instructor: Steve Drake 
Ages: 1 1  - 14 
Cost: $ 2 5  (includes 20 hours of instruction and materials that will be � s ed) 
Maximum Enrollment: 20 
Activity Description: 
The exploration in computer science i s  designed to provide participants 
with a ):>eginning knowledge of BASIC computer language and the other 
skills needed to w�ite programs . Students will study the mechanics of 
the BASIC language and apply it to solving math and science problems 
qOd explorin9 concepts that would be difficult to demonstrate without 
a cpmputer. l'he exploration will also help participants understand the 
functions and internal workings and operation of the modern-day computer. 
f.A graduate io Mathematics and Biology from Northwest Mis souri State 
College , Mr . Drake earned a Master' s Degree in Mathematic$ with q 
minor in Physics from tr� UniversHy of Wyoming and stucUec! at the 
University of fv1ichigan. He taugh\ in high schools in Missouri before 
J oinin9 the NMC f�culty in J � 7 1  to teach mathematics and computer 
science cour�e � .  J 
V. F I E L D  B O TA N Y  
Date�: July 1 7  - August 4; Monday, Wednesday, Friday , three weeks 
Ttme: 9 - 1 2  noon (see descfipUon for lab/field trip times) 
Room: Science 6uild1ng Room 3 2  
Instructor; Dr. Jim f�iker 
Ages: l l ... 1 5  
Coat: $ 45 (includes 30 hours of in�truction, materials and field trips) 
Students will need io purchase a hano lens and field guide. They 
will be avqilable to purch�se at the first clas � ,  approximately $ 1  O .  
Maximum f;nroUment; l S , 
. 
Activity Description: 1 
The purpoae of this activity i s  to increase interest and eppreciation of 
the local natural enviro11ment through a <;leaper understanding of the 
characteri �Uc plant specie s ,  their specialized aoaptations I ano tfleir 
unique positive effecl on the human and animal population. It i s  a 
field-orientec:S course emphasizin� the classification , identification,  
recognition, �ncj cc;>Uection of local plant s .  Laboratory and field studies 
wUl focus on variations in flower structure and recognition of adaptive 
and unique characteristics of major plant families .  Students will visit 
selected nab!tats and study the characteristic plants and their adaptations 
in each habitat. Ecological �oncepts will be discus sed with the background 
Jcnowledge of the specific plants that thrive in various habitats , thefr inter­
relationahips , and their interactions with other Uyinc;;J and non-livin<;l things 
iJl U1eir surrounding s .  Cla s� ses sions will be on: 
Monday, July 1 7  9 - 1 1  a . m .  Classroom 
Wednei;iday , July 1 9  9 � . m , - 1 2  noon field Trip 
frtctay , Julr 2 J  ij Q . m . - l ? noon field Trip 
Page 3 
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Monday , July 24 9 a .  m-�� 1 2  nuon Clas sr00111 
Wednesday , ) uly 26 8 a .  m .  - 1 2 noon Field Trip 
Friday , July 2 8  9 a .  m .  - 1 2  noon Field Trip 
· Monday,  July 3 1  9 a . m . - 1 2  noon Field Trip 
Wednesday , ,  August 2 9 a . m . - 1 2  noon Field Trip 
Friday, August 4 9 a . m . - 1 1  a . m .  Lab 
[Dr. Felker graduated from Northwestern Michigan College in 1 9 5 9  and 
earned h!S BA ,  MA and Ph . D from the University of Michigan . He has nine 
years' tea chin'! experience in the sciences, most recently in Rhodes i a ,  "Africa . ]  
:.• . S U R V  E Y I  N G A N D M A  P P I N G 
Dates: July 1 7  - July 2 1 ;  Monday thru Friday , one week 
Time: 9 a .  m .  - 1 2  noon 
Room: Science l3uildin9 Room 207 
Instructor: Art Moenkhaus 
Aves; 1 3- 16  
Cost: $ZS (includes 1 5  hours of instruction and materials) 
Ma�imum Enrollment: l 2 
AcUvity Description: 
ae � surveyor for a week I Participants will be measuring d i stance s ,  
elevation� , and angles using engineer' s transit, level, and tape . When 
the fieldwork l s  completed for the day , students will return to the cl�ss­
room to make computations and develop maps from measurements taken . 
The work ls diyid�d into three parts: l )  Fieldwork using the engineer' s 
tnmsit, level ond tape to take meqsurements; 2)  Plotting the measurements 
and drawtog a map; and 3) Making the necessary calculations to determine 
locationp ,  area � ,  and volumes . rerson� considering surveying as a career 
�hould find this exploration tntere�Un9, a s  well as those considering 
careen in engineertn9 , en9lneerin9 technolo9y, forestry , and geology as 
all pf th�se C.Qr�era focu� on the ·makinc;J and use of accurate map s .  [Mr. 
Moenkh�uG haB been teaching mathematics and engine�rin� courses in 
th.� �cience ancl maiti cUvt�ion of NMC since 1956 ,  He is a graduate of 
U1� qivU engin�erinq pro�rQm ql th� Vntversity of Illinois and is  a registered 
p��'ti'fooz�� �nyirw�r . J  · 
> • 
A T  T E N  T I  0 N 9 t h G RA D E R  S 
/\ section of Q regular etc�demic (college credit) course has been set up 
especially for 9th ctJrad�re . This course , Introduction to Electronic Computing 
(SM Ma l 00) will rne�t on rueaday and Thursqay from 1-3 p .  m .  for five week 6 I 
June 20 -TYly 2 0 .  It y.'ill meet in tfle Science Building Room S I 6  and the tuition 
1 P  $ 2� for r�ijiqente of Grand Traverse county (tuition is more for residents of 
other counUee;) . The course will be taught by Steve Drak e ,  and the BASIC 
languaCJe wiU pe introduced as well a s  an overview of computers and their 
4pplic9t1one . f-. l:>ook J e  r�quired and the cost i s  approximately $ 1 0 .  Regis­
tr�Uon far· this course tnuet"be accomplished in person Monday, June 1 9 ,  9 a .  m .  -
i p . IJl .  C?f 7-9 p . m .  jn the lower level of the Admini stration Building on NMC' s 
�q�fUQ .  Tpe l?oo)t; caq be purchased from the College bookstore at this time too . 
Page 4 
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�ample Questions during Interviews : 
1 .  De1·ini ti on 01· "gifted. u 
2 .  ldealistically. If there were unlimited l·unds in the district 
!'or the gifted, what would you suggest for Sll;Ch a program? 
.Please be speci!.ic . 
:? • Realistically . There are limited l·unds--the state appropriates 
annually �40UO - �6000. Litle can be done with this extra 
Iuncting. But what are proposals that could be implemented 
at little cost to the district? 
What can the individual teacher do·t · 
4 .  What are ways you suggest Ior articulation of �he gifted 
program to coordinate all levels K-12? 
5 .  For teachers specil.ically. Wnat ao ·you do in the classroom 
:for tne giited? or What have you done in tne past? 
6 .  What do you have in your school in the way of acceleration? 
enrichment? 
special groupings? 
Not e :  the idea 01· asking for "idealistic" and "realis-cic" 
came from Dr. John North. 
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lnterviews 
�he fo.Llowing ini;erviews lastea for the most part ror one hour. 
Almo st all the interviews were I'ace-to-face . However, a few 
were made by phone . ihose are indicatea with an asterisk (*) . 
Tne interviews are organized in general cai;egories and wi�hin 
these categories listed cnronologica.Lly. 
Gi1·ted Program Coordinator, .Mem·oer o!' Gi1·tea Advisory l;ouncil 
Mrs .  June Bou.knight--end1ess numoer of calls and personal interviews 
Adminisi;rai;ors 
Mr. William tlill - Feb. � .  1�78, *July 24 
Mr. Dennis Cougill - iv1ar. 21., *June 27 
.Mr. J ohn Dively - April 12, �July 3 
.Mr. Michae.L David - April 18 
Mr. Don Schaeler - May L3 
lJr .  Joann Doemelt - May 23 
Teachers 
Mrs .  Ferne l) ompton - ffeb. 16, 19 18 
Mrs .  upal Cougill - �·eb. 22 
Mrs .  Nancy· Curran - Mar. 18 
Mrs .  Beti;y E.Llioi;t - i"iar. 2·r 
Mrs .  Joan Johns - Mar. 2·1 
Mrs .  willa Ashby - Mar. �1 
Mrs .  He.Len Kreh bie.L - Mar . 51 
Ms. Kris Walton - Apr. 6 
Mr. Anthony Barrette - May 3 
Mr. Howard Smi i;h - iv1ay Iu 
Mrs .  Vicki Thompson - �ay 10 
Mrs .  Juanita �herwood - May 10 
rir. J ohn Scnmii;z - May 20 
.Mrs. Mai;hiel Crane - �May 2 2 ,  *June 2 
.Mrs. Eleanor McCabe - May 2j 
.Mrs. Kai;hy Hummel - *June 5,  Ju.Ly 21 
School Board Member 
Lynn .Padovan - May 24, 1Y'f8 
�astern lllinois University FacultI 
Dr. Robert Shuf'f - several conferences, many phone calls, official 
interview - May 8,  19'/8 - advisor 
Dr. J ohn .North - l!'eb .  L 2 ,  1978 
Dr. Robert Zabka - March 2 · 
Dr. Michael Leyden - March 2 
vr. J ohn Jacobs - Mar. 20 
Dr. Margaret Soderberg - . *April 12 
lJr. Thomas Bond - *April 19 
Dr. Earl Doughty - May 8 
lJr. Marian Shu1'f - May 9 
Dr. Ronald Gholson - May 10 
vr. Gerhard Matzner - May 10 
Dr. Robert Whittenbarger - July 7 
State Office of �ducation 
Dr. Don Christ - March 7 ,  19'/8 
State Girted Program 
Ms . J oyce Van Tassel - *July 6,  1978 
Gifted Consultant 
Mrs. June Stark - July 10, 1978 
Psychologist, Founder of a Montessori School 
Mr. Kelly Ferguson, Tupelo,  Miss.  - March 20, 1�78 
84 
School Visits 
Science Fair at the Junior High School - March 16, 1978 
Photography Lab, Mrs. Curran - March 18 
Learning centers, Mark Twain - Mrs. Elliott and Mrs. J ohns - Mar. 2·1 
Mrs. Krehbiel - Mar. 18 
Poetry class, Lincoln- Kris Walton- April 6 
Best 6th grade reading class, J efferson - Howard Smith - May 10 
�'vening of Creative Film-making - Nell Wiseman, Charleston High School - June 6 
Meetings, conferences 
..... 
Registered to attend c onference for parents of gifted children 
· in Spring!"ield, March �.  1�78. Snow prevented going. 
Conference material sent to me . 
Meeting with teachers interested in gifted programs - Mrs. 
Bouknight in charge - March 1 5 .  
Local coordinators' meeting in Charleston, administration 
building led by Mary Dunning, consultant, and Linda 
Finfrock, director or Urbana regional center - April 4 .  
Joyce Van Tassel expected but did not come . 
Trip to Traverse City, Michigan, to talk with director or summer 
program for the gifted - June 20. 
Regional Gi!'ted Conference
t 
March 3U and 31, 1978, at Ramada 
Convention Center, Ur ana 
Sessions I attended :  
Sandy Schmulbach-Director, R gion I North Area Service Center for Gifted, Elgin, Illinois �The Flowering of Creativity 
in the Classroom . "  
Adrienne Samuels and vorothy Adams-Members of the Illinois 
Council for the Gifted ( !CG) Evanston, lllinois " What 
Parents can do for their Gi1'ted and Talented Children?u 
Gina Ginzberg-Author, Executive Director of the Gifted 
Child Society, Inc . ,  Oakland, New Jersey, and Consultant 
for the Gifted and Talented, U . S .  Office of Education 
" What parents can do for their gifted and talented children?" 
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Regional Gifted Conference- continued 
Jay Stortzum-Principal, Arcola, Illinois;  1ormer State 
Director of the Gifted Program "What happens next year?" 
Adrienne Olso� and Robert Newgard-Teachers, Chicago Heights 
"How to  get out of an egg without cracking the shell--
organizing a gifted program" t I heard this session twice ) · 
June Stark-consultant, Charleston, Illinois { former director 
of Charleston gifted demonstration center and former director 
of Urbana regional service center) " Cherishing - or finding 
again - the Magical Child" 
Fred Osborn-Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and 
Instruction, Jacksonville, Illinois "Questioning strategies 
to increase higher level thinking" 
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